
IV. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS

4772–4779. Documents Relating to Claudia Isidora alias Apia

The following eight texts all refer to Claudia Isidora also known as Apia or to 
her estate. They are additional to the fifteen or so papyri already published in which 
she or her estate is mentioned. For an up-to-date list of  these texts and a discussion 
of  some of  the problems which they raise, especially the dating, see bASP 41 (2004) 
139–153. All the papyri belong to the first half  of  the third century, the earliest ex-
actly datable being 4772 (27 December 213 – 25 January 214) and the latest P. Oslo 
III 111 (February 235). Isidora owned substantial property in Oxyrhynchus and the 
Oxyrhynchite, including houses in the city (see P. Oslo III 111 and 4778) and land 
in several different toparchies. Whether she also owned property in the Small Oasis 
and the Arsinoite is less certain: see bASP 41, 148–50. For earlier discussions of  her 
estate see Hugh MacLennan, Oxyrhynchus (Princeton 1935) 39–42, M. Rostovtzeff, 
Social and Economic history of  the roman Empire (Oxford 19572), 674 n. 48, 747 n. 61; 
more recently it has been discussed by Dennis P. Kehoe, Management and Investment 
on Estates in roman Egypt (PTA 40: Bonn 1992), 124–6, 137–9, and Jane Rowlandson, 
Landowners and Tenants in roman Egypt (Oxford 1996) 379 (index).

The most important piece of  new information in the texts here published is 
the name of  Isidora’s father, Claudius Apianus (4772 and 4776). He was a Roman 
and Alexandrian citizen; in addition he had held high office in the administration 
of  the city: see 4772 9–10 and 13–14. No doubt Isidora had her principal residence 
in Alexandria. She is attested with the epithets éjiologvtãth (XII 1578 iii 21 with 
XIV 1630 3 n.), krat€!th (4774 3) and lamprotãth (4775 14), as well as by the 
words ka‹ …! xrhmat€zei (P. Yale I 69.7 with BL VII 283, P. Col. X 276.3, XLI 
2997 5, and 4772 2). That these three different adjectives can be applied to her 
would seem to imply that they were mere terms of  respect and not indications of  
a specific social or legal status.

We already knew that her property passed to the fiscus at some point, at 
the latest by summer 225 (see XXXI 2566 with XLIII 3103 1 n.). We still do not 
know whether the property was confiscated by the government for some reason 
or whether it passed to the fiscus because Isidora had died without legal heirs (for 
which see P. Gnomon § 4). 4774 could be interpreted as pointing to the former as 
being more likely, see the introduction to this text.
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4772. Application to Notify Registration of a Loan

29 4B.45/G(1–2)a (a) 13.5 × 15 cm 27 December 213 – 25 January 214 
 (b) 2.5 × 5 cm

The papyrus consists of  several fragments, all of  which bar one join to form 
(a). The other fragment, (b), cannot be joined but must belong below line a.21. It is 
incomplete on all four sides, whereas (a) is complete at the top and right. The loss 
at the left is of  some 14 letters per line and can usually be supplied with confidence 
from parallel documents. The writing changes to a somewhat larger and slightly 
less cursive script in line 12. This is unexpected, but it seems more likely that what 
follows is the work of  a different scribe rather than the same scribe writing with 
a different pen (cf. also 12 n.). The back is blank.

The text belongs to a well-known type. A certain Lucius had borrowed from 
Claudia Isidora a sum of  3000 drachmas by a contract in the form of  a xeirÒgra-
fon (11 ff.). Isidora, through her secretary, applies to the archidicastes to register this 
xeirÒgrafon in the public archives at Alexandria (dhmo!€v!i!) and to have a copy 
of  it issued to the other party to the contract (metãdo!i!); lines 7–11 record the 
start of  this application, the rest of  which would have been in the lost part of  the 
papyrus (see the notes to fragment (b) ). Lines 4–7 record a copy of  the instruction 
from the archidicastes to the strategus to effect the delivery of  the copy. In lines 1–4 
Isidora presents the whole documentation to the strategus for the necessary action 
to be taken.

On dhmo!€v!i! see H. J. Wolff, Das recht 129–35, who refers to the voluminous 
bibliography in n. 109 on p. 129; see also O. Primavesi, ZPE 64 (1986) 99–114. The 
class of  document to which 4772 belongs is analysed in the introduction to XII 
1472, where similar texts are listed (see also Wolff ’s notes 112a, 118, and 120). The 
closest parallel to 4772 is the contemporary XII 1474; other parallels are IV 719, 
XII 1560, XVII 2134, BGU II 578 (M. Chr. 227, Meyer, Jur. Pap. 46), P. Matrit. 2, 
P. Mich. XI 614, 615 (= SB XXIV 16265), SB XVI 12333, 12698. These all contain 
(or would have contained if  complete) the application to the archidicastes, his in-
struction to the strategus, and the application to the strategus; BGU 578 also contains 
an instruction from the strategus to his Íphr°th! to carry out the metãdo!i!. Other 
requests for dhmo!€v!i! are XII 1561, BGU II 455, III 717, PSI XII 1238, P. Lips. I 
10 (M. Chr. 189), P. IFAO III 12, P. Meyer 6, SB I 5692, XVIII 13974, XX 14447, 
XXII 15325, 15383. These contain the application to the archidicastes but not his 
instruction to the strategus (with the exception of  P. Meyer 6) nor the application to 
the strategus (though one cannot always be sure of  this if  the start of  the document 
is lost). In other texts the application to the archidicastes for dhmo!€v!i! is quoted in-
side requests for the information to be passed to the bibliofÊlake!: IX 1200, XII 
1475, CPR VII 14; cf. P. Stras. V 370. As Primavesi points out (loc. cit. 101–3), loan 
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50 DOCuMENTAry TExTS

contracts often differ from other applications for dhmo!€v!i! in that they ask not 
just for registration of  the document in the public archives but also that the strategus 
be required to inform the borrower that registration has taken place and that the 
creditor will proceed to recovery of  the debt unless it is repaid. Of  the above docu-
ments the following are loans: XII 1474, 1561, XVII 2134, BGU 578, P. Lips. 10, 
P. Meyer 6, P. Mich. 614, SB 13974 and 15325.

The clauses in the loan itself  (lines 11 ff.) can all be more or less exactly paral-
leled in loans from Oxyrhynchus in the Roman period. Reasonably close parallels 
are III 507 and P. Ups. Frid 3; the latter has full notes on the individual clauses. For 
recent bibliography on loans see P. Louvre I, pp. 106–7.

The papyrus is the first text to inform us of  the name of  Isidora’s father, who 
was a Roman and Alexandrian citizen who had occupied important civic offices at 
Alexandria: see 2, 9–10 and 12.

(a)  AÈrhl€ƒ ÉAnou]b`€vni !tr(athg“) ÉOjurugx€t(ou) 
  parå Klaud€a! ÉI!id]≈2ra! t∞! ka‹ ÉAp€a! ka‹ …`[!] x3rhma`[t€ze]i yugatrÚ! Klaud€ou  
   ÉApianoË 
  ka‹ …! §xrhmãti]z3en diå AÈrhl€ou %arap€v2no! gram`[mat°]v2!. o` §pÒri!a §k toË kata- 
  loge€ou xrhmati!]moË §!tin ént€gra(fon): K`laÊdio[!] YeÒd`v2r[o]!` ı flere`Á`! ka‹ érxidik`a`!`t`Ø2! 
 5 !tr(athg“) ÉOjurugx€tou] xa€rein. t∞! teteleivm°nh[!] dhmo!`i≈2!`e`v2! ént€grafon me`tado- 
  yÆtv …! ÍpÒkeitai. ¶]rrv!o. (¶tou!) kb AÈrhl€ou %eouÆrou ÉAnt`vn€nou Ka€!aro! toË  
   kur€ou TËbi 
  00 AÈrÆlio! ÑArpo]k`rat€vn !e!h(me€vmai) (draxmå!) 00. Klaud€ƒ Yeod≈2rƒ fle`re›  
   érxidika!tª ka‹ prÚ! tª 
  §pimele€& t«n xrh]mati!t«n ka‹ t«n êllvn krithr€vn` parå Klaud€a! ÉI!id≈ra! t∞! 
  ka‹ ÉAp€a! yugatrÚ! Kl]a`ud€ou ÉApianoË genom°nou gumna!iãrxou k`a`‹ Ípomnhmatogrãfou 
 10 t∞! lamprotãth!] pÒlev! t«n ÉAlejan`dr°vn ka‹ …! §x3rh2m`ã`tizen. toË proeim°nou 
  moi di!!oË(?) xeiro]g1rãfou ént€grafon Íp2Òkeitai. Lo`Êkio[!] 000i1[o]u toË Louk€ou  
   mhtrÚ! Ar- 
  c.6 (m. 2?) ép' ÉOjurÊg]xvn pÒlev! Kl`a`ud€& ÉI!id≈r& tª ka‹1 ÉA`p2€1&3 m`etå kur€ou toË patrÚ! 
  Klaud€ou ÉApianoË] §vn€ou gumna!iãrxou t∞! lamprot`ã`[t]h! pÒ`l`ev! t«n ÉAlejandr°- 
  vn  c.9  Íp]omnhmatogrãfou ka‹ …! xrhmat€z[ei] x3a`€rei1n. ımol<og>« §!xhk°nai
 15 parå !oË diå ÉA!kl]hpiãdou` xeiri!`[to]Ë !ou diå xeirÚ! érgu`r€[o]u %`e`ba!toË nom€!mato! dra-
  xmå! tri!xeil€a]!` ge€1nontai1 [drax]m`a`‹1 tri!xe€lia`i1 ke`fala€ou aÂ! oÈd¢n pro!- 
  ∞ktai tÒkou 0000]vbole€ou érg[urikoË •kã!]t`h!` [m]n`ç! k`atå` m∞na ßka!ton` épÚ` t`[oË 
  ˆnto!(?) mhnÚ! Fa]men≈y: épod[≈!v d° !oi] t`Ún` m¢`n pr`oke€menon` tÒkon katå m`∞na 
  ßka!ton, tÚ d¢ ke]fãlaion tª l [toË Me!or]Ø to`Ë` §ne!t«2[to!0 (¶tou!)] x3vr‹! Ípery°!ev!: 
 20 efi d¢ mÆ, §kt€!v !]oi meyÉ ≤miol€[a! !Án to›! 00]000[  c.5  ]i1a! ‡!oi! tÒkoi! ka`tå 
   c.7 t∞! prãj]e≈! !oi oÎ!`[h! ¶k te §moË ka‹ §k t«n ÍparxÒntvn moi pãntv]n` ka`yã- 
  [per §k d€kh!.  kÊrion tÚ xeirÒgrafon di!!Ún(?) graf¢n pantaxª §piferÒmenon ka‹] 
  pant‹ t“ Íp¢r !oË] §pi1f`°r`o`[nti. 
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      c.15    ]000i100[ 
 25    c.14   ]0[0]000m[ 
     c.14   ]00[0]00r[ 
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

A small fragment is now missing but is on a photograph. It contained some 3 letters towards 
the right-centre of  lines 4–9.

1 !tr?ojurugxit            4 antigri            6 \            7 !e!3h?            8 i!idvra!: first ! a correc-
tion            9 upomnhmatografou: initial u a correction            12 Û!idvra            13 evniou: e remade 
or corrected; l. afivn€ou            14 omolv            16 l. g€nontai, tri!x€liai

(b)   .   .   .   . 
   ]0k`[0]000d`[ 
   ]0me0[0]0000[ 
   ]0ou èploËn [ 
   ] ka‹ mh[ 
 5   ]0 énalabÒnt`[a! 
           ]000[ 
   .   .   .   .

‘To Aurelius Anubion strategus of  the Oxyrhynchite.
‘From Claudia Isidora also called Apia and however else she is styled, daughter of  Claudius 

Apianus and however else he was styled, acting through Aurelius Sarapion her secretary. Here is 
a copy of  a document that I have obtained from the record-office: Claudius Theodorus, priest and 
archidicastes, to the strategus of  the Oxyrhynchite greetings. Let a copy of  the completed registration 
as follows be delivered. Farewell. Year 22 of  Aurelius Severus Antoninus Caesar the lord, Tybi . . . 
I, Aurelius Harpocration, have signed, X drachmas.

‘To Claudius Theodorus, priest, archidicastes, and in charge of  the chrematistae and of  the other 
courts, from Claudia Isidora also called Apia, daughter of  Claudius Apianus, former gymnasiarch 
and hypomnematographus of  the most splendid city of  the Alexandrians and however else he was styled. 
A copy follows of  the chirograph issued to me in two(?) copies.

‘Lucius son of  . . . the son of  Lucius, whose mother is Arsinoe(?)’, (2nd hand?) ‘of  the city of  
the Oxyrhynchi, to Claudia Isidora also called Apia, with as guardian her father Claudius Apianus, 
perpetual gymnasiarch of  the most splendid city of  the Alexandrians, former(?) hypomnematographus 
and however else he is styled, greetings. I acknowledge that I have had from you through your agent 
Asclepiades from hand to hand in imperial silver coin three thousand drachmas, total three thousand 
drachmas, as a capital sum to which nothing has been added, at a rate of  interest of  . . . silver obols on 
each mina for each month, from the current(?) month of  Phamenoth; and I will repay you the afore-
said interest each month and the capital sum on the 30th of  Mesore in the current . . . year without 
delay; if  not, I shall pay you with an additional one half, together with equal interest also for the time 
beyond the repayment date each month(?), the right of  execution being for you from me and from all 
my possessions as though after a legal decision. The chirograph, written in two(?) copies, is enforce-
able, wherever it may be produced and for everybody who produces it on your behalf. . . .’

a.1 ÉOjurugx€t(ou) is written with Verschleifung. Aurelius Anubion is attested as strategus of  the 
Oxyrhynchite from 212/13–216; see Guido Bastianini, John Whitehorne, Strategi and royal Scribes of  
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52 DOCuMENTAry TExTS

roman Egypt 97. To the references given there add SB XX 14289 (213); probably also P. Col. X 276, see 
N. Gonis, ZPE 129 (2000) 179, but see also bASP 41 (2004) 141–2.

2 ka‹ …2[!] x3rhma`[t€ze]i. The expression is used of  Isidora also in XLI 2997 4, P. Col. X 276.3 
and P. Yale I 69.7 (see BL VII 283).

yugatrÚ! Klaud€ou ÉApianoË. The information as to the name of  Claudia Isidora’s father is 
new (see also 4776). Hitherto we only had the evidence of  XIV 1634 4, where all that is preserved 
of  her father’s name and description is -o]u ka‹ …! §xrhmãtizen. He does not appear to be attested 
elsewhere. It is noteworthy, but in no way surprising, that he was a distinguished Alexandrian: see 
9–10 and 13–14.

3 diå AÈrhl€ou %arap€v2no! gram`[mat°]v2!. This confirms the suggestion by N. Gonis, ZPE 129 
(2000) 179, to read AÈrhl`€1o`[u %a]r`a`p2€1vno! in P. Col. X 276.2. He also occurs in 4775 12–13.

§pÒri!a. For this word, which is characteristic of  documents from the Oxyrhynchite, see 
P. Heid. IV 325.4 n.; other nomes use parekÒmi!a (SB XX 14635.3, which uses parekom€!amen, though 
found at Oxyrhynchus, see A. Hanafi, Pap. Congr. XIX i 562, relates to the Heracleopolite nome).

3–4 On the kataloge›on see Wolff, Das recht 28 f.
4 K2laÊdio[!] YeÒd`v2r[o]!` ı flere`Á`! ka‹ érxidik`a`!`t`Æ2!. Previously unattested; see the lists of  

archidicastae in P. Theones, Appendix B, and P. J. Sijpesteijn, K. A. Worp, ZPE 110 (1996) 181 f. P. Heid. 
IV 325 contains an instruction from the archidicastes to the jenik«n prãktvr, which is exactly a year 
later than our papyrus (Tybi, 214/215), but the archidicastes is not the same. The office of  archidicastes 
has not been studied since A. Calabi, Aegyptus 32 (1952) 406–24. For his function in documents such as 
the present text, see W. E. H. Cockle, JEA 70 (1984) 116–18.

5–6 t∞! teteleivm°nh[!] dhmo!`i≈2!`e`v2! ént€grafon me`tadoyÆtv …! ÍpÒkeitai. The only exact 
parallel is XII 1474 4–5 (216), where see the note. Usually the archidicastes uses the expression toË 
dedom°nou ÍpomnÆmato! ént€grafon ktl. (e.g. L 3557 2). In BGU II 578.4-5 the applicant asks the 
strategus to communicate to the other party dhmo!i≈!ev! xrhmati!moË ént€grafon (cf. BGU II 614.4 
with BL I 56). When t∞! teteleivm°nh! dhmo!i≈!ev! occurs elsewhere it is part of  a request to the 
archidicastes to communicate to the bibliofÊlake! that dhmo!€v!i! has taken place (IX 1200 7, XII 
1475 5; cf. CPR VII 14.8); this does not seem to be the case in 1474 or the present text.

6 For the omission of  the praenomen Marcus in the imperial titles, see P. Heid. IV 325.7 n.
7 In XII 1474 6 the same man occurs, where his name is given as Mçrko! AÈrÆlio! 

ÑArpograt€vn [sic]. Although the k is only partially preserved in 4772, g is a less likely reading. If  the 
full name was used in 4772, there must have been some abbreviation; but it is more likely that we 
should supply the day of  the month at the start of  the line.

(draxmå!) 00. The figure is very uncertain; only the tops of  three strokes survive, of  which the 
first two well suit k. Elsewhere the amount (which is only mentioned in a few documents) varies, but is 
never as high as 20+: 14 dr. (XII 1474 6), 12 dr. (PSI XIII 1328.9), 5 dr. (XVII 2134 5 and BGU 578.8 
with 1474 6 n.), and 4 dr. (P. Heid. IV 325.8) are all attested. It is unclear what the payment represents 
and whether it has anything to do with the standard 12 drachmas payable to the city of  Alexandria 
when registration took place; see the notes to 1474 6 and P. Heid. 325.8.

10 The use of  …! §xrhmãtizen here as opposed to …! xrhmat€zei in 14 proves that Isidora’s 
father was dead by the time she applied for dhmo!€v!i! but had been still alive when she entered into 
the loan contract.

11 The reading Lo`Êkio[!] L2o`u`k`€[o]u toË Louk€ou is possible. For his mother’s name, ÉAr[!inÒh! 
is the most likely supplement, though there are other possibilities.

12 The diaeresis over the initial i of  i!idvra, which does not occur in the first 11 lines, supports 
the view advanced in the introduction that a different hand is responsible for the document at this 
point onwards.

13 On afi≈nioi gumna!€arxoi, see 4776 A 2–3 n.
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14 We should perhaps supply genom°nou before Ípomnhmatogrãfou, even though Apianus was 
still alive at this time (see 10 n.).

15 On Asclepiades xeiri!tÆ!, see 4777 3–4 n.
17 trivbole€ou is the commonest rate, but other rates are attested. The addition of  érgurikoË 

is unusual; I have noted only two other instances, PSI XIII 1328.34 and P. Stras. I 52.13.
18 ˆnto! is short for the lacuna, but §ne!t«to! is too long. (e)fi!iÒnto! is a possibility.
20–21 Of  the two closest parallels at this point, III 507 18–21 reads !Án to›! ka‹ t∞! Íperxrone€a! 

‡!oi! dra[x]mia€oi! tÒkoi! •kã!th! mnç! katå m∞na, and P. Ups. Frid 3.9–10 !Án to›! ka‹ toË 
Íperpe!Ònto! xrÒnou ‡!oi! draxmia€oi! tÒkoi! •kã!th! mnç! katå m∞na. No doubt, therefore, we 
should supply t∞! Íperxron(e)]€1a! before ‡!oi! tÒkoi!, perhaps with ka€ omitted; but it is unclear what 
letters the traces visible in the middle of  the line are part of. These parallels suggest we should supply 
simply m∞na at the start of  21, even though this is short for the space. The omission of  •kã!th! mnç! 
is also unexpected.

22–3 No trace of  line 22 remains. The restoration follows the wording found in several Oxy-
rhynchite texts of  about the same date, e.g. P. Merton I 25.19–22 (214), SB XII 11228.33 (204). If  it is on 
the right lines, we expect the date of  the contract to follow and after this (probably) the subscription 
of  the person contracting the loan. This should then be followed by the request to the archidicastes for 
dhmo!€v!i! (see the notes to (b) ).

b.3 ]0ou èploËn [. P. Mich. XI 614.33–4 begins the request clause boulÒmenoi d¢ épÚ [toË 
di]!!oË xeirogrãfou monaxÚn §n dh[mo]!€ƒ gen°!yai (so P. Mich. XI 615.17). As f suits the trace at 
the start, it is tempting to supply xeirogrã]f`ou here, with èploËn for monaxÒn. Against this is the 
fact that all documents of  this type use monaxÒ! not èploË!. None the less, the words would appear 
to be synonymous: compare X 1260 17–19, kur€a ≤ époxØ (tri!!Ø) graf`e`›`!a, ∂n` §jedÒmhn !o‹ m¢n 
t“ !tra(thg“) di!!Øn t“ d¢ dekap(r≈tƒ) monaxÆn, with XVII 2125 30–2, kur€a ≤ époxØ (tri!!Ø) 
grafe›!a, !o‹ m¢n t“ !itolÒgƒ èpl∞ t“ d¢ !tra(thg“) di!!Æ.

4 ka‹ mh[demiç! épodÒ!ev! gegonu€a! springs to mind (as, e.g., P. Meyer 6.21–2, XII 1472 26); 
but this should precede boÊlomai and so would not suit the suggestion in the previous note.

5 It is the occurrence of  énalabon- that guarantees that this fragment belongs to the sen-
tence requesting dhmo!€v!i!. This invariably begins with boÊlomai (or the participle), followed by 
§n dhmo!€ƒ gen°!yai, and then by éji« énalabÒnta! ktl. (e.g. P. Mich. XI 614.33ff., XII 1475 41 ff.). 
There is a slight problem in that it is not easy to read t before the break. More seriously, the trace at 
the start does not resemble v; it appears to be i, but éji«i does not seem likely. It might suit n, but in 
this text we do not want éjioËmen. Perhaps the writer vacillated between first singular and first plural, 
as happens, for example, in P. Mich. 614.

J. DAVID THOMAS

4773. Request for Pay

29 4B.45/F(5–6)b 18 × 16.5 cm 220/1 or 224/5 
  Plate VIII

The papyrus is complete at the top and the left, and also at the right in the 
first 13 lines. It is incomplete at the foot and has suffered damage in several places, 
especially in the last eight surviving lines. For the most part the text can be recon-
structed with confidence, since the entries are repetitive. On the back is 4774.
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Aurelius Apollonius, a fronti!tÆ!, applies to Aurelius Heraclides, an §p€tropo!, 
to authorise the payment of  wages to Ídropãroxoi and émpelourgo€ for the past 
third year. The request itself  was made in year 4 and refers to the month Hathyr 
(3). Although Claudia Isidora is not mentioned, there is no doubt that the papy-
rus relates to her estate: on the back (4774) is a petition sent by three of  Isidora’s 
§p€tropoi, including Aurelius Heraclides (see also 1 n.). As the text dates before 
her estate passed to the fiscus (see general introd.), year 4 must belong either to the 
reign of  Elagabalus (220/1) or to that of  Severus Alexander (224/5).

The text is similar to XII 1577 and 1578, both requests from fronti!ta€ to 
§p€tropoi. For a full text of  cols. ii and iii of  1578, see L. K. Kaufman, bASP 3 
(1965/6) 30–1 (the text has not been republished in SB); but note that she does not 
give the corrected reading of  Grenfell and Hunt in XIV 1630 3 n. (= BL I 336). 
Both 1577 and 1578 relate to the estate of  Claudia Isidora (see 1 n.). 1577, like 
4773, is addressed to Aurelius Heraclides; 1578 is sent to a different §p€tropo!. 
The requests ask for payment for various items, including salaries (Ùc≈nia).

On estates in Egypt in the pre-Diocletianic period, see Dennis P. Kehoe, Man-
agement and Investment on Estates in roman Egypt During the Early Empire (PTA 40: Bonn 
1992), and Dominic Rathbone, Economic rationalism and rural Society in Third-Century 
A.D. Egypt (Cambridge 1991). Kehoe discusses the estate of  Isidora on pp. 124–6 
and 137–9; Rathbone is primarily concerned with the estate of  Appianus but has 
much useful comparative material. 4773 provides some additional information 
on the extent and organisation of  Isidora’s estate in the Oxyrhynchite nome. It 
concerns vineyards situated in at least two different ktÆmata. It is particularly 
important for the evidence it brings for the remuneration received by Ídropãroxoi 
and émpelourgo€ (see 9–10 n.).

  AÈ`rhl€ƒ      ÑH2ra`k`l`e`€1d`˙      §`p2itrÒpƒ 
  parå AÈrhl€ou ÉApollvn€1o`u` f`ront(i!toË) NÆ!ou.  afitoËmai §`[p]i1!ta]l`∞n`[ai 
   efi! m∞na ÑAyÁr t`oË §ne!t«2to! d (¶tou!):     §!t‹ d°: 
  ÑA[r]ãxy˙ Í`drop2[ar]Òx(ƒ) kt[Æ]m`a`to! 00[00]0h20 NÆ!ou Í[p]¢`r m`i!`y`(oË) t`[oË] d[i]e`l(yÒnto!) 
 5    g (¶tou!) épÚ (dr.) 0u[00]0 m`ey`' [ì]!` ¶!x(en) katå` m`°`r`o`!` (dr.) A2É ! afl loipa‹ 
     00g( )                         (d`r`.) 0!b= 
      éf`' œ`n` 00[00 Íp¢r f]Ò`rvn ka`‹ ê`l(lvn) g1 (¶tou!) (g€nontai?) (dr.) AÉ r. 
  PÒ`l`ei •t°rƒ [Íd]r`[op]a`r`[Òx(ƒ)] t`o`Ë` a`È`t`oË ktÆmato! 0000lh! NÆ[!ou] Í`p¢r 
     mi!y(oË) toË diel(yÒnto!) g (¶tou!) ép2Ú (dr.) DÉ cngS2 me`y`' ì`[!] ¶!x3e`n` ka`tå m`°`r`o`!` (dr.) AÉ r 
 10              afl loip(a‹)            (dr.) GÉ xngS
      éf' œn 00000( ) Í`p2¢r fÒrvn` érg1urik(«n) to`Ë d`i1e`l`(yÒnto!) g1 (¶tou!) §p‹ l(Ògou) (dr.) AÉ f.
  Pan`e`x≈t˙ ka‹ P2t`ollç`t`(i) Ídrop(arÒxoi!) ktÆma`t`o! 0e`000u`en diå t«n k`lhronÒmvn 
     Íp¢r mi!y«n Í`drop2[a]r`ox(€a!) toË [d]iel`(yÒnto!) g1 (¶tou!) é`pÚ` (d`r`.) GÉ cn`zS me`y' ì!` ¶!x(on)  
   katå (m°ro!) 
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  (dr.) 000[0] vacat  [       ]    vacat    [    ]00[ 
 15      éf' œn 0[0000 Íp¢r fÒrv]n` ka‹ êl`(lvn) [00] (dr.) 000[ 
  ÉOr!enoËfi a0[   c.15   ]!` NÆ!`o`u` Í`p¢[r] m`[i]!y(oË) [ 
     é[pÚ] (dr.) G2É cn`[    c.17    ]00  (dr.) 0t 00[ 
  Kop2[re›] é`mpel`(ourg“) k`t`Æ2[mato! c.7 ]0 Íp¢r mi!y(oË) [toË d]ie`[l(yÒnto!) g (¶tou!) épÚ (dr.) 
     m]e`y' ì! ¶!x(en) k`a`t`å` m°`r`[o! (dr.) 0]rmh2    afl l(oipa‹) [ (dr.)  
 20  c.4 é]mpel(ourg“) t`oË` [aÈtoË ktÆmato! ]eroue`0 Íp[¢r mi!y(oË)  
                     ]00[ 
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

2 front            3 et passim ? = ¶tou!            4 udrop[ar]ox      mi!y      d[i]el            5 et pas-
sim ? = draxma€      e!x            6 00g/            7 alg?2   ?            9 mi!y      diel            10 loi÷            11 ar-
gurik      diel      epil            12 ptollatudro÷            13 udrop[a]rox      [d]iel      e!xkata2              15 al            
16 mi!y            18 ampel      mi!y            19 e!x      ail            20 a]mpel

‘To Aurelius Heraclides, overseer, from Aurelius Apollonius, manager of  Nesus. I request to be 
authorised (to pay) for the month Hathyr of  the current year 4, as follows:

‘For Harachthes, provider of  water for the property of  Megale(?) Nesus, for wages for the past 
year 3: out of  (a total of ) 4,402 dr. 2 ob.(?), which includes the 1,200 dr. he received in instalments, the 
remaining 3,202 dr. 2 ob.(?) in money(?); out of  which he owes(?) 1,100 dr. for taxes etc. of  year 3.

‘For Polis, another provider of  water for the same property of  Megale(?) Nesus, for wages for 
the past year 3: out of  (a total of ) 4,753 dr. 4 ob., which includes the 1,100 dr. he received in instal-
ments, the remaining 3,653 dr. 4 ob.; out of  which he owes(?) 1,500 dr. for money taxes of  the past 
year 3 on account.

‘For Panechotes and Ptollas, providers of  water for the property of  Peruen(?), through their 
heirs, for wages for the provision of  water in the past year 3: out of  (a total of ) 3,757 dr. 4 ob., which 
includes the . . . dr. they received in instalments . . . ; out of  which they owe(?) for taxes etc. . . .

‘For Orsenuphis, vine dresser(?) of  the property of  Megale(?) Nesus, for wages . . . : out of  
(a total of ) 3,750+ dr. . . .

‘For Copres, vine dresser of  the property of  Peruen(?), for wages for the past year 3: out of  
(a total of ) . . . , which includes the 1,148 dr.(?) he received in instalments, the remaining . . .

‘For . . . , vine dresser of  the same property of  Peruen(?), for wages . . .’

1 ÑH2ra`k`l`e`€1d`˙. The papyrus is badly frayed here and the reading, though probable, is not 
wholly certain. Heraclides also occurs as an §p€tropo! in 4774 and XII 1577. On the latter Grenfell 
and Hunt comment ‘Written in the 2nd year of  an unnamed Emperor, the reign being very likely 
the same as that in 1578 (4th year) which was found in the same mound and may refer to the same 
estates’. 4773 and 4774 confirm their suggestion regarding the estate, which in all three texts is that 
of  Claudia Isidora. XII 1577 can therefore be included among papyri relating to her. The 2nd year 
mentioned there could belong to Elagabalus, Macrinus, or Severus Alexander. On §p€tropo! = over-
seer, see 4774 1–2 n.

2 4773, XII 1577 and 1578 confirm that Isidora’s estate was divided into units called front€de! 
managed by fronti!ta€, just like the estate of  Appianus, on which see Rathbone, op. cit. 22–43 and 
71–82 (cf. Kehoe, op. cit. 97).

NÆ!ou. P. Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite (Pap. Flor. IX: Florence 1981) 119–21, refers to 
several places with this name in the Oxyrhynchite, but gives only one example where it is used without 
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an additional qualifying word: P. Mert. I 27.15, where it is a place big enough to have a Serapeum (for 
the provenance of  this text see BL VIII 207). A kt∞ma in the Oxyrhynchite called N∞!o! has subse-
quently been attested in P. Mich. XVIII 792.9, see below (8 n.). In SB I 1967 a k≈mh NÆ!vn is attested, 
and in P. Nepheros the same location is sometimes called N∞!o! and sometimes N∞!oi, see pp. 11–12; 
this k≈mh may also occur in LIX 4004 10. SB 1967 is an ostracon found in Oxyrhynchus, but it may 
be the place of  this name in the Heracleopolite (see 4004 10 n.). A mhxanØ NÆ!ou occurs in XVI 1911 
60 = LV 3804 133. There is a reference to an émpel(ourg“) ktÆmato! NÆ!ou [ in SB XIV 11908.15; 
the provenance may well be the Oxyrhynchite, but there could easily be a qualifying word in the 
lacuna after NÆ!ou. In the present text it appears that N∞!o! does not refer to a kt∞ma but to a larger 
area under the control of  a fronti!tÆ!, which includes at least two ktÆmata; cf. also 8 n.

4 Í`drop2[ar]Òx(ƒ). The provision of  water (Ídroparox€a) occurs in two different contexts in the 
papyri: (1) For the artificial irrigation of  vineyards and garden land (so here). On this see Danielle 
Bonneau, Le régime administratif  de l’eau du Nil dans l’Égypte grecque, romaine et byzantine (Leiden 1993) 
216–20, who points out that the evidence becomes much more plentiful in the Byzantine period and 
suggests that the practice only became of  administrative importance from the time of  Diocletian 
onwards; cf. also Rathbone, op. cit. 219–28. (2) For the provision of  water to municipalities, especially 
for the baths; on this see Wolfgang Habermann, Zur Wasserversorgung einer Metropole im kaiserzeitlichen 
Ägypten (Munich 2000) passim, and M. Drew-Bear in Bernadette Menu (ed.), Les Problèmes institutionnels 
de l’eau en Égypte ancienne (IFAO, Bibliothèque d’étude 110: 1994) 157–68.

The most recent list of  Ídropãroxoi is in LXVII 4591 8 n. (where correct PSI XVII Congr. 
to P. Mil. Congr. XVII); see in addition bASP 5 (1968) 101–2 and P. Heid. V, p. 26. In the first three 
centuries ad I have noted only IV 729 13, XVII 2098 verso, 2128 2, XIX 2241 12, 41, XXXVIII 
2877 4, XLIX 3515, 3516, BGU I 14 ii 7, vi 7, P. Mil. Congr. XVII, p. 51 = SB XVI 12732.16, PSI VIII 
947.20, 25, SB XIV 11908.9; cf. XVIII 13174.12.

kt[Æ]m`a`to!. As Rathbone, op. cit. 33, remarks, the word (in the papyri) usually refers to a vine-
yard and is often translated thus, but ‘more precisely a ktema was a walled enclosure as opposed to the 
open fields’. No doubt it applies to vineyards in the present text in view of  the occurrence in 16(?), 18 
and 20 of  émpelourgo€. The name of  this kt∞ma was perhaps Megãlh N∞!o!: see 8 n.

5 The figure before mey' should end ub=, since the amount already received is 1,200 dr. and the 
balance certainly ends !b= (6). There is no difficulty in reading the u, but there seems to be too much 
space for just b= thereafter. The figure for thousands is uncertain, but looks more likely to be d (as in 
9), rather than b or g; line 6 is no help, as there little more than the apostrophe indicating thousands 
survives before !b=.

6 00g( ). I can only suggest é`r`g(ur€ou). The reading is not difficult, but it is odd to find the word 
placed so far away from the drachma symbol. There is nothing to correspond with this in 10 (14 is 
unclear).

7 After œn only indeterminate spots of  ink; see 11 n. Later a raised l is clear and there is no 
difficulty in reading al as in 15. What follows is uncertain: there appears to be the symbol ?, with 
a horizontal line before and after it. Easiest, perhaps, is to take ? here as for ¶tou! and the stroke before 
it as the top of  a g, even though we should expect toË diel to precede as elsewhere. The line after this, 
before the drachma symbol, would normally indicate g€nontai, though this seems out of  place.

On the payment of  fÒroi by Ídropãroxoi and émpelourgo€, see 11 n.
8 PÒ`l`ei. The name is not common; see P. Monac. III 89.6 n. Pa`l`e›, cf. LXI 4128 14, and 

Pa`t`e›, see P. Mich. IV, index s.v. Pate›!, are less likely.
[Íd]r`[op]a`r`[Òx(ƒ)]. The traces are minimal, but do not conflict with the reading, which is what 

we expect in view of  •t°rƒ.
t`o`Ë` a`È`t`oË. An uncertain reading but one that suits what is required at this point. If  right, we 

must have the same name for the kt∞ma here as in 4. lh! suggests Megãlh!, which, though far from 
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certain, is plausible, reading in 4 M2e`[gã]l`h2! ̀ and in 8 M2e`[g]ã`lh!. For places in the Oxyrhynchite 
nome with the epithet m°ga!, see Pruneti, op. cit. 101–2. She quotes no example of  Megãlh N∞!o!. SB 
XVI 12732.11, an Oxyrhynchite text, appears to refer to a megãlou nÆ!ou [sic]. It would be somewhat 
strange if  the men were said to be working in the kt∞ma of  Megãlh N∞!o!, whereas the fronti!tÆ! is 
in charge of  the N∞!o! without further qualification, which is clearly a larger area than the kt∞ma.

It is in no way surprising that a kt∞ma should be called N∞!o!, cf. SB XIV 11908 quoted above 
(2 n.). P. Mich. XVIII 792, a contemporary Oxyrhynchite text (221) is particularly interesting: a lessee 
refers in lines 8–9 to o ¶xv ![o]u` §n (see Cr 49 (1999) 237) mi!y≈!ei émpelikoË [ktÆ]mato! NÆ!ou 
kaloum°nou per‹ p[Òlin]. This cannot be the kt∞ma occurring in the present text, since the lessee is 
leasing it from an Aurelia Herais. In his note McCarren comments: ‘Vineyard and orchard proper-
ties were often named “Nesos” or “Island”—no doubt, in part, because they were situated on higher 
ground, so that, during the inundation of  the Nile, such properties gave the appearance of  being 
like islands, standing, as they did, above the flooded fields.’ He refers to P. Nepheros, pp. 11–12, and 
to Marie Drew-Bear, Le Nome hermopolite (ASP 21: Missoula 1979) 43, who remarks: ‘Une n∞!o! cor-
respond à une guezireh de l’Égypte moderne’, quoting further bibliography.

9–10 In these lines the figures are clear and prove that Polis was due a remuneration for the 
year of  4,753 dr. 4 ob. The amount payable to Harachthes in the previous entry may well be compa-
rable (see 5 n.), but in the next entry two Ídropãroxoi are allocated only 3,757 dr. 4 ob. between them. 
The amounts for Polis and Harachthes seem to be very high, even if  we assume that the amounts 
represent the total of  the pay they were due for the year; cf. the annual salaries listed in Hans-Joachim 
Drexhage, Preise, Mieten/Pachten, Kosten und Löhne im römischen Ägypten bis zum regierungsantritt Diokletians 
(St. Katharinen 1991) 430. In XII 1578 fronti!ta€ employed by Claudia Isidora ask for payment of  
monthly salaries (Ùc≈nia) of  126 and 128 dr., i.e. not much more than 1,500 dr. per annum; and the 
fronti!tÆ! in XII 1577 asks for only 180 dr. for three months’ salary. Amounts payable to various 
workmen for tasks involved in supplying water to Ptolemais Euergetis, all much lower than those in 
4773, are given in Habermann, op. cit. 271, but none is described as a Ídropãroxo!. In SPP V 96 
(266/7) men responsible for supplying water to Hermopolis (their title is not preserved) claim 1,500 
dr. from the city for three months’ work; see the re-edition of  this text by M. Drew-Bear (article cited 
in 4 n.), and the comments by Habermann, op. cit. 96 ff. 3,383 dr. 2 ob. were paid to Ídropãroxoi in 
XVII 2128 2 (assigned to the late 2nd cent. in the ed. pr. but to late 2nd/early 3rd in the republication 
as Sel. Pap. II 407), presumably by the municipal authorities at Oxyrhynchus. In IV 729 13 ff. (137) 
the text is incomplete and not wholly clear. The lessor has made an advance of  3,000 dr. mentioning 
payment to Ídropãroxoi. The editors, followed by Bonneau, op. cit. 216, and Rowlandson, Landowners 
and Tenants 234, consider that 2,000 dr. out of  this was for paying the Ídropãroxoi; Kehoe, op. cit. 135, 
regards the whole advance as payable to them. Bonneau comments ‘cette somme élevée [i.e. 2,000 
dr.] suppose un bon nombre d’irrigateurs’. The amount of  120 dr. payable to a Ídropãroxo! in BGU 
I 14 vi 7 (255) may be just an instalment or payment for a small amount of  work only (even though 
it is said to be payment for mi!yoforã for the current year). Should we suppose that the payments in 
4773 are not, as they would appear to be, for single individuals but for a team headed by the named 
individual?

11 The reading after œn needs to be considered along with that in 15 (7 is no help), where a 
is the most likely reading for the first letter of  the word following, but o is also possible. The latter 
would suggest a form of  Ùfe€lv; the former perhaps énal€!kv or the passive of  éfair°v or épolam-
bãnv. The severely abraded traces in 11 are insufficient to confirm the reading ofeil or to rule out 
alternatives. Ùfe€l(ei), however, derives some support from XIX 2241 12–13 and 41–2, where entries 
concerning a Ídropãroxo! state Ùfe€l(ei) Íp¢r §kfor€vn ka‹ fÒrvn toË §ne!t(«to!) b (¶tou!) ktl.; cf. 
also IV 732 4–5: tax-farmers say ¶!xomen par' Ím«n éf' œn [Ù]f`€1l`ete ≤m›n Íp[¢]r fÒrou proyme€ou 
(l. poryme€ou) PankÊlev! §p‹ lÒgou draxmå! diak[o!€]a!. The editors of  2241 regard the entries as 
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payments of  rent, but Bonneau, op. cit. 217, describes the text as ‘un rôle d’impôts dûs par les cultiva-
teurs d’une ousia’. Taxes seem more plausible than rents in the present papyrus.

12 0e`000u`en. It is virtually certain that the name ends in -en (-vn cannot be read). The reverse 
index of  place names in the Oxyrhynchite ending with these letters in Pruneti, op. cit. 241, gives only 
Peroen and Perouen, which Pruneti regards, no doubt rightly, as two versions of  the same name 
(pp. 146–7). Perouen is described as a kt∞ma in SB XVI 12732 (2nd/3rd cent.), as is Peroen in XVIII 
2197 145. In XVI 2038 16 Perouen is called an §po€kion; it is also attested in XVIII 2204 5 (these 
three texts are 6th/7th cent.). In P. Oxy. Hels. 50.5 it appears to be a personal name. This is likely 
to be the name we have here, reading P2e`r`o`u`en, although this may not account for all the ink. See 
also 20 n.

14 No doubt this followed the same pattern as 10, with ail written somewhere in the part that 
is lost. The traces of  the figures are too slight to permit any plausible readings. Of  those at the right 
only the apostrophe for thousands survives in the first figure.

15 For the reading after œn see 11 n. Between al ̀and the drachmas symbol there is space for two 
letters; but nothing is visible and probably nothing was written.

16 a0[. By analogy with 18 and 20 we expect ém[pelourg“. What is written after the a is not 
quite like the writer’s usual m, but this may be the letter intended. If  this was abbreviated to ampel, as 
in 18 and 20, there might just be room for ktÆmato! Megãlh]! to follow, or ktÆmato! may have been 
abbreviated. There would be room to supply toË diel(yÒnto!) g (¶tou!) at the right.

17 The figure for thousands is broken; g seems the most likely of  the plausible alternatives. 
What survives at the right is unclear. Possibly kat]a`2  , i.e. katå (m°ro!) (as in 13), followed by (dr.) A2É t 
and a`i1l,̀ i.e. afl l(oipa€). If  so, we should no doubt supply mey' ì! ¶!xen in the lacuna. If  this entry is for 
an émpelourgÒ! (see the previous note), the total remuneration for the year of  3,750+ dr. seems high, 
like the amounts for Ídropãroxoi, although there would appear to be no comparable evidence for the 
pay of  émpelourgo€ at this period (the amount of  3,329 dr. 3 ob. recorded in P. Mert. I 27.17, a third-
century account, seems to be the total expenditure, not the pay of  the émpelourgÒ! mentioned in the 
preceding line). A few documents deal with work on vineyards (see P. Heid. V, pp. 222–5) and some of  
these record amounts payable; but none refers specifically to émpelourgo€.

18 é`mpel`(ourg“). On émpelourgo€, see P. Mayerson, bASP 40 (2003) 187–90. They frequently 
occur along with Ídropãroxoi, e.g. XLIX 3515, 3516, SB XIV 11908, XVI 12732, PSI VIII 890, and 
often in late Byzantine texts. In P. Wisc. I 12 a Ídropãroxo! acts as surety for an émpelourgÒ!. It is 
interesting that there is no room in this entry for the addition of  the clause concerning fÒroi. This is 
true of  the preceding entry as well, which probably also concerns an émpelourgÒ! (see 16 n.). On the 
name of  the kt∞ma, see 20 n.

20 The name of  the émpelourgÒ! must have been short. Following é]mpel(ourg“), t is oddly 
made, but spacing suggests we require the reading toË aÈtoË. If  this is right, the name of  the kt∞ma 
must have occurred before, presumably in line 18. There only part of  the final letter survives, which 
could be part of  n or !. The reading in 20 points strongly to P]erouen, as in 12, but I hesitate to put 
it in the text, since the final n is far from easy to read.

J. DAVID THOMAS
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4774. Draft of a Petition

29 4B.45/F(5–6)b 19 × 17 cm November 221–4 
  Plate IX

There is a large margin of  5 cm at the top and one of  2 cm at the left; the 
papyrus is complete at the right and it is quite likely that nothing has been written 
after line 14. It is badly damaged in places, especially in lines 10–14. The first writer 
wrote no more than two-thirds of  the top line before a second writer took over and 
completed the document. Both hands are good examples of  official cursives of  the 
period. On the front is 4773.

Two §p€tropoi of  Claudia Isidora and one former §p€tropo!, acting through 
his son, protest against what they describe as the illegal (énÒmv!, 4) imposition of  
seals by the strategus on property belonging to Isidora. They state that they had al-
ready appealed against the strategus’ action, and they now send this further petition 
asking that the seals be removed. See further on the §p€tropoi 1–2 n. The addressee 
of  this petition, which is clearly only a draft written on the back of  a document 
that had already been used, is not stated, but must have been the prefect, like the 
addressee of  the earlier appeal: see the note to tÚ !Ún m°geyo! (7–8).

The petition was drafted in Hathyr, some time after the 13th and before the 
end of  the month (7). It has no year date, but possible years can be deduced from 
three factors. (1) It must belong before Isidora’s property passed to the fiscus, i.e. 
not later than summer 225 (see general introduction). (2) It falls within the period 
when Aurelius Harpocration was strategus of  the Oxyrhynchite and is therefore 
later than September 216 (see 5 n.). (3) It is presumably later than the document 
on the front. This refers to Hathyr of  a current 4th year, which must belong to the 
reign of  either Elagabalus or Severus Alexander, i.e. either 220/1 or 224/5. If  the 
former, the papyrus could have been reused as early as November 221 (November 
220 is not really feasible). It is tempting to speculate that the imposition of  seals on 
some of  Isidora’s property, which was an official act authorised by the strategus, was 
connected with the events that led to her property coming into the control of  the 
fiscus; see further 4–6 n. It would therefore make good sense if  the date of  4774 
was November 224.

  p(arå) A`Èr`hl€vn %arapãmmvno! toË ka`[‹] Dionu!`[€]ou (m. 2) ka‹ ÑHrakle€d`[o]u ém`fo- 
  t`°rv2n` §pitrÒp2vn ka‹ ÉApoll`vn`[€ou diå] t`[oË] ufloË %arç g1enom°nou 
  §`[pit]r`Ò`pou Klaud€a! ÉI!`id≈ra! t`[∞! ka‹ ÉAp€a!] t∞2! krat€1!th!. 
  p[rÚ]! tå! énÒ`mv! §piteye€!a! 0[0]0[ c.6 ]000 t[o]Ë ÉOjurugxe€tou 
 5 !t`[r]a`thgoË ÑArpo`krat€1vno! diå %arap€vno! grammat°v! a`ÈtoË 
  §n€oi! tÒpoi! t∞2! eÈ!xÆmono`! §n t“ ÉOjurugxe€t˙ nom“ !frage›da[! 
  tª ig*   toË ˆn`to! mhnÚ! ÑAyÁr §jekale!ãmeya aÈtÒyi §p‹ t`[Ú] !Ún 
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  m°geyo! ka‹ tå §p‹1 tª §kklÆtƒ nÒmima §nproy°`[!]mv! 
  §pr`ãja`m`en: ˜ye`n` oÈdem€a! zhtÆ![e]v! oÎ`!h! prÚ! tØn eÈ!- 
 10 xÆmona] oÈd¢` kel`[e]u`!y`°nt`o! [ÍpÚ] t`[∞!] ≤[ge]mon`€a!` 0p' êllou tinÚ! 
   c.6 ]u to[Ë]to g[e]n`°!yai t`00[  c.10  ]0!t000[00]n •`aut«[n 
     c.5   ]0i1 pr`çjai1 §[pi]d`€d[omen tÚ bibl€o]n` éjioËn`te! diakoË!a`[€ 
  !e ≤m«]n` [pr]Ú`[!] aÈt`Òn, §n to`[!oÊtƒ d¢  c.6 ]Å (m. 3) t]ª3 t`Êx˙3Ä 00jh [kel]e`Ë`!ai 
  t“ !tr]a[thg]“4 éfel°!y[ai ì!   c.5   ] §p°yhken` [!f]r`age›`da`!`.

1 p/            2 uÛou            3 Û!idvra!            4 l. ÉOjurugx€tou            5 kr of  arpokrativno! 
a correction?            6 l. ÉOjurugx€t˙            6, 14 l. !frag›da!

‘From Aurelii Sarapammon also called Dionysius’ (2nd hand) ‘and Heraclides, both overseers, 
and Apollonius through his son Saras, former overseer, of  Claudia Isidora also called Apia, most 
excellent lady.

‘Against the seals unlawfully affixed recently(?) by Harpocration the strategus of  the Oxyrhyn-
chite through his secretary Sarapion on certain properties of  the noble lady in the Oxyrhynchite 
nome on the 13th of  the current month Hathyr, we lodged an appeal straightway with your highness 
and we carried out the lawful procedures in respect of  the appeal within the time-limit; therefore, 
since there have been no proceedings against the noble lady and no orders have been given for this 
to happen by the prefect’s office . . . we present the petition asking you to hear us against him, and 
in the meantime, if  it so please(?) your fortune, to order the strategus to remove the seals which he has 
unlawfully(?) affixed.’

1–2 Sarapammon alias Dionysius is attested as an §p€tropo! of  Isidora in XII 1578 (see also 
bASP 3 (1965/6) 30–1). The latest date there mentioned is 20 Choiak of  a year 4; this must corre-
spond to either 16 December 220 or 224. An Aurelius Sarapammon alias Dionysius occurs in P. Mich. 
XI 604, a contemporary Oxyrhynchite text (223), as one of  two people appointed to the liturgy of  
!itolÒgo! for the village of  Phthochis in the western toparchy. It is possible that he is our man, but 
note that another Aurelius Sarapammon alias Dionysius from Oxyrhynchus occurs in IX 1204 5, 
who cannot be our man since he was still alive in 299.

Heraclides also occurs in 4773 1, where see the note. Apollonius, who was presumably de-
ceased when 4774 was written, does not seem to be attested elsewhere, unless he occurs in XIV 1659. 
This account of  crown-tax, dated between 218 and 221, has as its first entry (5) parå ? Kla]u`(d€a!) 
ÉI!id≈ra! t∞! k(a‹) ÉAp€a! (draxmå!) !l˚. The start of  the next line is lost; what survives begins 
AÈrhl(€ou) ÉApol(lvn€ou) which may refer to her §p€tropo! of  this name. However, Isidora also had 
a fronti!tÆ! with the same name: see 4773 2. His son Saras may well occur in XIV 1634 of  222. 
This is a document concerning the sale of  property to Claudia Isidora diå AÈrhl€ou %arç bouleutoË 
t∞! ÉOjurugxeit«n [pÒlev!] (3–5). If  this is the same Saras, it is noteworthy that the son of  one of  
Isidora’s §p€tropoi was a town councillor.

These §p€tropoi are to be understood as overseers responsible for managing the various estates 
that belonged to Claudia Isidora, not guardians appointed to look after her affairs because she was 
a minor or incapable. §p€tropoi who manage estates are found quite often in the Heroninus archive: 
see Dominic Rathbone, Economic rationalism and rural Society in Third-Century A.D. Egypt 58–71, esp. 
62–3; cf. also Dennis P. Kehoe, Management and Investment on Estates in roman Egypt, Index s.v. (p. 182). 
In SB XVIII 13167 recto col. ii there are several references to §p€tropoi µ fronti!ta€ connected with 
an estate. Grenfell and Hunt describe Sarapammon and Heraclides as overseers in their introduc-
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tions to XII 1577 and 1578. Kehoe, op. cit. 124, is mistaken in describing Sarapammon in 1578 as 
‘a guardian or epitropos representing the heirs of  Claudia Isidora’; this comes from the erroneous 
reading kl(hronÒmvn) in the ed. pr., repeated in the republication by L. K. Kaufman, bASP 3 (1965/6) 
30–1, an error that Grenfell and Hunt corrected in XIV 1630 3 n (= BL I 336). That no fewer than 
three §p€tropoi are found acting for Isidora in the Oxyrhynchite shows how substantial a landowner 
she was there and may also indicate the seriousness with which the affixing of  seals on her property 
was regarded.

3 t∞2! krat€1!th!. Elsewhere Isidora is described as éjiologvtãth (XII 1578 iii.2: see XIV 1630 
3 n.) and lamprotãth (4775 14, see note); cf. the general introduction.

4–6 Affixing seals to property is referred to not infrequently in the documentation. In P. Cair. 
Isid. 77.16–18 the same words occur as in the present text: tå! d¢ §pitey€!a! !frag›[da!] to›! tÒpo[i!] 
Íp[Ú] toË patrÚ! t«n [Ù]rf[a]n«n . . . [é]fπrh!an. This refers to property left by the deceased and to 
the removal of  the seals thereon by the guardians of  the children of  the deceased. Similar documents 
referring to affixing seals on property of  deceased persons include P. Mil. Vogl. VI 264.8–10, P. Ryl. 
II 121.9–11, P. Gen. I2 3.11–17 (M. Chr. 122), CPR VII 34, P. Brem. 40. However, all these texts refer 
explicitly or by implication to action by private persons. In our text the strategus must be assumed to 
be acting in his official capacity (even though the petitioners claim that his action was illegal). Paral-
lels for such official action are P. Tebt. III 793.xii.25–6, tÚ`n §n t∞i pro!tãdi o‰ko`n §!fragi!m°no`n [ÍpÚ] 
ÑA`r`m`ãio! toË topogrammat°v!; P. Cair. Zen. II 59275.2–5, ofl §p‹ t∞! tetã]rth! [efi!bia!ã]menoi tØn 
ofi[k€an ≤]m«n pare!fr`[ag€!]a`nto; P. Gen. III 133.4–5, oÈx eÍri!kom`[°n]ou d' aÈtoË pare!f[rag€!amen 
(sc. officials of  some sort) tØn ofik€an tª] g' toË Ípokeim°nou mhnÒ!. These are all Ptolemaic texts. From 
the Roman period there is P. Brem. 26, a petition from village pre!bÊteroi concerning the murder of  
an efirhnofÊlaj; the addressee must have been the strategus, as Wilcken says, who is asked to k`e`leË!ai 
§pi[!frag]i!y∞2[n]ai aÈtã! (sc. certain houses). In the present text tÒpoi must refer to buildings or 
parts of  buildings, for which see Geneviève Husson, OIKIA: Le Vocabulaire de la maison privée (Paris 
1983) 276–8.

4 After §piteye€!a! we have traces of  two letters before the lacuna, either to be read as 0[0]0 or 
as 00[. The second trace is part of  a long descender. p2[a]r`[ is possible, suggesting a noun in the dative. 
p[a]r[aggel€& might just be accommodated (p[a]r[agg°lmati is certainly too long); the word is usu-
ally used to mean ‘summons’ in papyri but is occasionally used of  an official instruction, cf. Wörterbuch 
s.v. (1). If  we suppose a broad first letter and read 00[, ê`r`[ti is a possibility, with ÍpÚ] t`o`Ë ̀to follow.

5 For the strategus Harpocration see Bastianini and Whitehorne, Strategi and royal Scribes of  
roman Egypt 97–8. To the references there given add LII 3694 (undated) and probably P. Col. X 276 
(see 4772 a.1 n.). He is attested between late Sept./Oct. 218 and April 225. The latest certain date 
for a predecessor is late Aug./Sept. 216, and the earliest date for a successor is June 225 (references in 
Bastianini–Whitehorne). This gives the extreme limits for 4774; but the date can be narrowed down 
somewhat, see introduction.

7 tª ig*   toË ˆn`to! mhnÚ! ÑAyÊr. It is uncertain whether this is to be taken with what precedes 
or with what follows, i.e. whether it refers to the date at which the seals were affixed or the date on 
which the appeal was submitted. In view of  aÈtÒyi after §jekale!ãmeya, we should perhaps take it 
with what precedes, the petitioners insisting that they appealed immediately against this action. For 
this meaning of  aÈtÒyi, see Wörterbuch s.v. (3). If  so, since they are petitioning before the end of  the 
same month, they are not allowing much time for action to have been taken. There are several texts 
in which petitioners indicate that they are submitting their appeal without delay, e.g. XLVII 3350 
13–14, fyãnnv d¢ pã`[r]a`uta ka‹ prÚ! aÈtoÁ! toÁ! Í`[p]obalÒnta! me efi! §jhght€an §kkal[oÊm]eno!, 
apparently katå tØn §ne!t«!an` [≤m°r]a`[n (9). On time limits, see 8–9 n.

7–8 §p‹ t`[Ú] !Ún m°geyo!. A very early use of  m°geyo!, on which see P. Bingen 107.4 n. The use 
of  this word guarantees that the petition, as well as the earlier appeal, was addressed to the prefect. 
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According to Taubenschlag, Law of  Greco-roman Egypt 2 522 n. 16, ¶kklhto! (8) in the pre-Diocletianic 
period is only used of  appeals to the prefect.

8–9 N. Litinas, ‘Official Deadlines in the Documentary Papyri of  Roman Egypt’, APf 45 
(1999) 69–76, gives a useful collection of  time-limits attested in the papyri (which all appear to be 
multiples or subdivisions of  30). He does not list any example that is particularly close to the situation 
in 4774. Closest, perhaps, are two of  the examples included by him under the heading ‘claims’, P. 
Amh. II 80 and 82, which are appeals against official action. In P. Amh. 80 the petitioner says he has 
been illegally shut up in the logi!tÆrion and requests release from katoxÆ; in a fragmentary context 
the words §ntÚ! t«n ıri!]yei!«n ≤mer«n occur (line 16). P. Amh. 82 is an appeal against appoint-
ment to a liturgy (the text is republished by F. Mitthof, Pap. Congr. XXI ii 716–18); the petitioner says 
that he returned home too late to get in his appeal in time, t“ ka‹ tå! ≤m°ra! tå! nenomi!m°na! . . 
. parelhluy°nai (10–11). See further Wilcken, Grundzüge 352–3 and F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 392–3. Also 
relevant is XLIX 3507 33–5, a private letter in which the writer tells the recipient that he (the recipi-
ent) must go before the tribunal ßneken t∞! §kklÆtou prÚ t∞2[!] proye!m€a! katå tÚ diãtagma; there is 
in addition a Latin edict BGU II 628 recto = M. Chr. 371 = ChLA X 415 (col. ii.14–16), apellà[ti]òǹès ̀ùèro 
qùàe ad magistràtus et sà̀c̀èrd̀otia et alios h̀onores pert̀inebùnt habe[ant fo]rm̀am tem[po]rìs sui.̀ Taubenschlag, op. 
cit. 521–2, says that in the Roman period an appeal had to be lodged within 15 days, but he does not 
quote his evidence for this statement. It is possible that he is thinking of  XII 1408 1; there, however, 
the time limit of  15 days is fixed for one specific case and the text does not imply that such a limit was 
the norm, rather the reverse.

tå §p‹1 tª §kklÆtƒ nÒmima. Cf. IX 1204 8: poiÆ!a! tå §p‹ tª §kklÆtƒ d°onta. On ¶kklhto!, see 
P. Panop. 29.13 n. (ZPE 10 (1973) 138).

9 zhtÆ![e]v!. The word seems more likely to be used here in the sense of  ‘legal proceedings’, 
rather than ‘enquiry’; see Wörterbuch s.v. (4).

10 0p' êllou tinÚ! [   c.6   ]u. The slight trace of  the letter before p is indeterminate and would 
allow ép', §p', or Íp' (but there is no room for an additional letter, so that µ Íp' is impossible). One 
might think of  §`p' êllou tinÚ! [§pitrÒpo]u or [geoÊxo]u ‘nor has it been ordered . . . that this happen 
in the case of  any other §p€tropo!/geoËxo!’, but neither sounds convincing.

11 •`aut«[n. For ≤m«n aÈt«n? Even so, it is hard to see how to make sense of  this passage. •aut“ 
is equally possible, but seems even less likely to make sense.

12 tÚ bibl€o]n.̀ tå bibl€di]a does not suit the traces and tÚ bibl€dio]n is too long.
13 We must of  course have the normal §ãn !ou tª tÊx˙ dÒj˙, but it is hard to see how to read 

this. I suggest that the original text had §ãn !oi dÒj˙ and that this was altered to the (politer?) §ãn !ou 
tª tÊx˙ dÒj˙, i.e. we should read over the line !ou t]ª3 t`Êx˙3. If  this is right, what was written on the 
line should be §ãn _!oi´ dÒj˙. The traces could perhaps be accommodated to !o]i1 d`[Ò]j˙, though no 
sign of  a deletion remains.

14 There is probably enough room to supply énÒmv!, as in 4. It is unlikely that dieutÊxei (or 
anything else) was added after the end.

J. DAVID THOMAS

4775. Instructions to a Village Scribe

29 4B.48/H(1) 13 × 31.5 cm 26 April – 25 May 223

Aurelius Serenus, a cosmetes or ex-cosmetes and councillor of  Oxyrhynchus, has 
been instructed by the strategus to carry out some operation regarding land situ-
ated near Psobthis. He accordingly instructs the kvmogrammateÊ! reponsible for 
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the area to report on the landholders in the kl∞roi there and the amount of  land 
which each held. The strategus had taken action in reponse to a petition submitted 
by Aurelius Sarapion, the secretary of  Claudia Isidora.

The most interesting feature of  the text is the apparent light it throws on the 
powers of  the strategus at this period vis-à-vis the town council, on which see 6 n. 
It also raises a number of  questions to which we do not know the answers. Did 
Sarapion petition the strategus directly or, perhaps more probably in view of  Isido-
ra’s position, petition a higher authority who instructed the strategus to take action? 
What was the nature of  Sarapion’s petition? It seems quite likely that it alleged 
encroachment on land owned by Isidora, even though the technical words for this 
(parori!mÒ!, paror€zv) do not occur in 4775. Encroachments are mentioned in 
a number of  papyri: see the bibliography and parallels cited in the introduction 
to CPR XXIII 5 (pp. 40–1); add SB III 6294 = P. Freib. II 11 (336). Why didn’t the 
strategus give his orders directly to the kvmogrammateÊ! as was normal (e.g. P. Petaus 
24)? Why was Serenus involved and in what capacity, since it was certainly not in 
virtue of  being or having been a cosmetes? What was Serenus being required to do, 
that is to say what was the word now missing in line 7? Finally, what is the mean-
ing of  the phrase in lines 18–19? On these points see the notes. Another point of  
interest is that it is the latest datable text in which Isidora is still in possession of  her 
property, before it passed to the fiscus (though 4773 and 4774 could be later, see 
the introductions to these texts).

The papyrus is almost complete, though it lacks a small amount at the right 
and top. At the left of  the text there is a margin of  c.2 cm and a large blank space 
of  12.5 cm at the foot. On the back is a draft document concerning land measuring. 
It does not refer to the same case as that on the front, since the kl∞roi mentioned 
there are different from those which are referred to on the front. It will be published 
in a later volume.

  AÈ`[rÆ]l`i1o`! %er∞no! ko`[!mht- 
  b`o`[u]l`eu`tØ! t∞! ÉOjurug[xit«n 
  pÒl`[e]v! k`vmog1r`amm`[ate›  c.5 
  k`a`‹1 ê`l`[l]v2n kvm«n t∞! ênv toparx€[a! 
 5       xa€rein. 
  §pi!ta`[le]‹! ÍpÚ toË` <toË> nom`[o]Ë` !`t`[rathgoË 
  AÈrhl`€1ou ÑArp2[o]k`r`a`[t€vno! c.6 
  poiÆ!a!yai fidivt<ik>∞! [g]∞2[! (érour- ) 0 ka‹ 
  ba!ilik`∞!` (éroÊrh!) a per‹ C«b[yin t∞! 
 10 !∞! kvmogrammate€a! §[k t«n c.4 
  mãxou ka‹ Yeod≈rou ka‹ Diog°`[nou! 
  §j éji≈!ev! AÈrhl€ou %arap2€1[vno! 
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64 DOcuMEnTARy TExTS

  grammat°v! Klaud€a! ÉI!id≈r`[a! t∞! 
  ka‹ ÉAp€a! t∞! lamprotãth! énan`- 
 15 ka€v! §pi!t°llv !oi §ngrãfv! m`[o]i1 d`h2- 
  l«!ai toÁ! §n to›! prokeim°no`i1[! klÆ- 
  roi! ktÆtora! kekthm°nou! k`[a‹ tØn 
  ÍpÒ!ta!in •kã!tou, tÆn te eÈ`y0[  c.5 
  ka‹ tÚ pro!ãggel`ma §n •to€mƒ ¶`[xonti, 
 20 prÚ! tÚ geino`m°no`u` toË éfori!m`[oË 
  mÆde`n §npod∆n` gen°!yai. 0[ 
  (¶tou!) b AÈtokrãtor`o`!` K2a`€1!`ar`o! M2ã`[r]k`ou` A2Èr`hl€o[u 
  %eouÆrou ÉAlejãndro`u` EÈ!`eb[oË! EÈtuxoË! 
  %eba!toË Pax∆n [

8 i of  idivth! corrected (from b?)            9 t            13 Û!idvr[            14–15 l. énagka€v!            
15 l. §ggrãfv!            20 l. ginom°nou            21 l. §mpod≈n            22 \

‘aurelius serenus former(?) cosmetes, councillor of  the city of  the oxyrhynchites, to the village 
scribe of  . . . and other villages of  the upper toparchy, greetings.

‘Having been instructed by the strategus of  the nome, aurelius Harpocration, to make a . . . of  
n aruras of  private land and 1 arura of  royal land near Psobthis, which is in the area for which you 
are the village scribe, out of  (the cleroi of ) —machus and theodorus and Diogenes, as a result of  
a petition from aurelius sarapion, secretary of  the illustrious lady claudia Isidora also called apia, 
I necessarily instruct you to present me with a written report of  those possessors who possess land in 
the aforesaid cleroi and the schedule of  property of  each of  them, having in readiness the . . . and the 
report, so that there may be no obstacle when the determination of  the boundaries takes place. . . .

‘year 2 of  Imperator caesar marcus aurelius severus alexander Pius Felix augustus, Pa-
chon . . .’

1–2 AÈ`[rÆ]l`i1o`! %er∞no! ko`[!mht-. Possibly just ko`[!mhtÆ!, but there is ample room for ko`[!mh-
teÊ!a!. on the office of  cosmetes, see P. Diog. 20.7 n. an aurelius serenus ko!mh2t( ) boul(eutÆ!) (at 
oxyrhynchus) occurs in xLIV 3171 8. the text is undated and was assigned to the first half  of  the 
third century on palaeographical grounds. aurelius Ptolemaeus alias Heraclides, égoranom(Æ!a!) 
bouleutÆ!, who occurs there in line 5, is also attested in I 70 2–3 of  212/13. G. messeri, Anagennesis 
4 (1986) 59–62, argues that A]È`rÆ2lio! Neik€a! ı ka‹ DionÊ!io! égorano(m  ) b`oul(eutÆ!), who occurs 
in line 15 of  3171, is to be identified with nicias the agoranomus attested in P. mich. xI 614.23, and 
deduces from this that 3171 is to be dated to 225 or later. Whether or not this is so, there would seem 
to be a good chance that the same aurelius serenus is attested in 3171 and 4775.

It is remarkable that serenus does not say in what capacity he is giving instructions to the village 
scribe. It is in any case unusual for a member of  the curial class to be concerned with land-measuring 
or the like. the only text at all similar that I have come across is sPP xx 58.ii (= V 7), in which the 
town council of  Hermopolis receives a report from a former cosmetes and a former agoranomus whom 
they have appointed (lines 6–8) katapãth!in poiÆ!a!yai xvr€vn ka‹ parade€!vn ka‹ [é]nagrafØn 
fut«n t«n katalambanom°n[vn dh]l«!ai. In this case the report is on the (bad) state of  the land, not 
its size or ownership. Is it possible that serenus had an official position but did not mention it? If  so, 
the post of  bibliofÊlaj, which was sometimes held by a former cosmetes, would make sense in the 
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context. CPR XXIII 5 (169–177) is a report to the bibliofÊlaji dh]mo!€vn lÒgvn from a kvmogram-
mateÊ!, who refers to an §p€!talma of  the strategus sent as a result of  a petition; encroachment was 
involved, since the word paror€ze!yai occurs (line 8). Cf. also BGU IV 1047.ii.5 ff. (early 2nd cent.), 
where the writer has requested from the village scribe ÍpÚ t€nvn nune‹ diakratoËntai afl toË §lai«2no! 
(êrourai) b ka‹ katå po›on d€kaion, ˘! ka‹ aÈtÒ! (i.e. the kvmogrammateÊ!) taËta to`›`! bibliofÊlaji 
pro!fvnÆ!a! pro!°yhke ktl. If  Serenus was a bibliofÊlaj, however, he might be expected to have 
said so.

6 §pi!ta`[le]‹! ÍpÚ toË` <toË> nom`[o]Ë` !`t`[rathgoË. These words would seem to mean that the 
strategus sent an §p€!talma directly to a magistrate or ex-magistrate, appointing him to a specific task. 
This is very surprising (the §p€!talma sent by a strategus to an ex-cosmetes in P. Flor. I 6, for example, is 
not parallel: it is sent to the man in his personal capacity, instructing him to appear in court). In SPP 
XX 58 ii, referred to above, the town council elected the persons responsible for the task in question, 
and there is no mention of  the strategus. In the present case one would have expected the strategus to 
have written to the boulÆ telling it to appoint someone (as frequently happens in P. Beatty Panop. 
1; see also P. Wisc. I 32 = P. Choix 27.13 ff., a request to the strategus to send instructions to the boulÆ 
through the prytanis ˜pv! •rÆ[!]htai (l. aflrÆ-) !unoci!tÆn). If  this procedure had been followed, it is 
remarkable that Serenus did not say so explicitly. If  we can rely on the wording of  the present text 
as giving the whole picture, it is important evidence for the powers of  the strategus vis-à-vis the town 
council; on this see A. H. M. Jones, Cities of  the Eastern roman Provinces (Oxford 19712) 334–6, A. K. 
Bowman, The Town Councils of  roman Egypt (ASP 11: Toronto 1971) 79 f.

7 For the strategus Harpocration, see 4774 5 n.
The word to be supplied in the lacuna is uncertain and so leaves it unclear as to what exactly 

Serenus is being required to do. Line 20 suggests éfori!mÒn, but this seems to be too long (unless abbre-
viated); §p€!kecin is equally long and énam°trh!in even longer. §j°ta!in might be accommodated in the 
space, if  that is a possible way to describe the action which Serenus has been instructed to carry out.

9 For Psobthis in the upper toparchy, see P. Pruneti, I centri abitati 223; add SB XXII 15354.19–
20 = I 174. In XLIX 3503 (late 1st cent.) the writer complains that the people of  Psobthis have been 
guilty of  encroachment; but there is more than one Psobthis in the Oxyrhynchite nome.

10–11 Pruneti, ‘I kl∞roi del nomo Ossirinchite’, Aegyptus 55 (1975) 159–244, includes several 
kl∞roi in the Oxyrhynchite ending -mãxou, but none is in the upper toparchy, and I have not noted 
any in texts published subsequently.

11 Yeod≈rou. Pruneti, Aegyptus 55, 182 records a kl∞ro! Yeod≈rou ka‹ AÈla€ou near Sko in 
the upper toparchy, now attested also in P. Oxy. Hels. 22.4. In line 15 of  that text what may well be 
the same kl∞ro! is called simply Yeod≈(rou). Pruneti also records a kl∞ro! Yeod≈rou !Án [ in this 
toparchy; cf. also loc. cit. 224, and perhaps SB XVIII 14067.24.

Diog°`[nou!. Otherwise unattested, since it is unlikely that it is referred to in P. Hamb. I 19.14: 
see Pruneti, Aegyptus 55, 235.

There is insufficient room for klÆrvn, but there may be room for kl. However, the word is not 
necessary.

12 This confirms the suggestion by N. Gonis, ZPE 129 (2000) 179, to restore AÈrhl`€1o`[u %a]r`a`-
p2€1vno! in P. Col. X 276.2.

14 t∞! lamprotãth!. In XLIV 3169 184 (late 2nd/early 3rd cent.; cf. BL XI 167) an Isidora 
≤ lamprotãth occurs, and the editor suggested that this could be Claudia Isidora alias Apia. How-
ever, a Julia Isidora with the epithet lamprotãth has subsequently been attested in P. Harr. II 224 of  
the same period, and the editor argued that this disproved the suggestion regarding the Isidora of  
3169 on the grounds that Claudia Isidora alias Apia never had the epithet lamprotãth. We can now 
see that this argument is no longer valid, although it may still be doubted whether the Isidora in 3169 
is Claudia Isidora; see further bASP 41 (2004) 150–1.
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énan`- rather than énag1-. The line is short.
15 ff. It is noteworthy that the kvmogrammateÊ! is not being asked to go to the properties in 

dispute and take measurements or the like (as happens in several petitions concerning encroach-
ment, e.g. P. Petaus 24, BGU II 616, XIII 2243, P. Gen. II 99; see CPR XXIII 5 introd.), but is being 
required to report the names of  the landholders in the area in question and the amount of  land that 
they held. This corresponds closely to the questions put to the kvmogrammateÊ! in BGU 1047 quoted 
above (1–2 n.). The implication of  lines 20–1 is that this information is needed before éfori!mÒ! takes 
place. éfori!mÒ! (or the corresponding verb), which refers to the demarcation of  land boundaries, is 
frequently mentioned in texts alleging encroachment, e.g. BGU XIII 2243, P. Flor. III 319, P. Mert. I 5, 
PSI Congr. XI 4, SB III 6294, XLV 3240. In CPR XXIII 17 (c.250) pragmatiko€ may be responsible 
for éfori!mÒ!, see Mitthof ’s note to line 14.

17 After kekthm°nou! an upright that suits k. There appears to be some ink over the line. Did 
the writer insert [g]∞2[n]?

18–19 eÈ`y0[ c.5 ] ka‹ tÚ pro!ãggel`ma §n •to€mƒ ¶`[xonti. In eu`y0[ the u is made in such a way 
that it could be read as k. If  so, we presumably would have to read ¶k`ye`[!in, and the slight trace after 
y does not easily suit e. If  we read euy, either eÈyh2[n€an or eÎyu`[nan would be possible, though neither 
goes well with pro!ãggelma. A more suitable word in the context would be eÈyu`[metr€an, on which 
see Verhoogt, P. L. Bat. XXX, p. 131 n. 114. It was an operation that was certainly the responsibility 
of  the kvmogrammateÊ!, e.g. P. Gen. II 99, but the supplement seems to be too long. It is not clear 
what relevance a pro!ãggelma has in this text nor who issued it. Did it come from the strategus? or does 
it refer to the report to be made by the kvmogrammateÊ!? pro!a`g1g1e`l`m`ã`tvn kvmogr(ammat°v!) are 
referred to in SB XXII 15591.7 (see H. Koskenniemi’s note in the original publication, Tyche 9 (1994) 
60, for bibliography on pro!ãggelma). After §n •to€mƒ we expect a participle of  ¶xv; neither e`[ nor 
e`x3[ is an easy reading, but p, suggesting a form of  poi°v, is even less likely. ¶`[xonti has been supplied 
to agree with !oi in 15, but the writer may have written ¶xvn or ¶xonta.

20 For éfori!mÒ! see the note to 15 ff. There would be room to supply g∞! at the right, although 
nothing is needed.

21 There is an indeterminate stroke after gen°!yai, presumably the start of  the closing greeting.

J. DAVID THOMAS

4776. Writing Exercise?

104/99(a) 12.4 × 9.6 cm Before summer 225

On the back of  4779 is written, twice, the name and patronymic of  Isidora. 
There are two entries, (A) and (B), each of  just over two lines, both written in the 
same hand. They are written along the fibres at 90° to the text on the front and are 
upside down in relation to one another, occupying the top and bottom of  the papy-
rus. (A) records Isidora’s father as afivnogumna!iãrxou, whereas in (B) he is recorded 
as genom°nou gumna!iãrxou. This may indicate that (B) was written after (A); cf. the 
contrast between 4772 9–10 and 12–14. Why her name and patronymic should 
have been noted in this way and why in both instances the text is left incomplete, 
there is no way of  knowing. We can be reasonably confident that the texts antedate 
the seizure of  Isidora’s property by the fiscus, which had taken place by the sum-
mer of  225; see the general introduction.
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(A)  Klaud€a ÉI!id≈ra ≤ ka‹ ÉAp€a metå kur€ou toË 
  patrÚ! K`laud€ou ÉApianoË afivnogumna!iãrxou 
  t∞! lamprotãth! p

(B)  Klaud€a ÉI!id≈ra ≤ ka‹ ÉAp€a metå kur€ou 
  toË patrÚ! Klaud€ou ÉApianoË genom°nou 
  gumna!iãrxo

A 1 metå kur€ou. In 4772 11 ff. Isidora uses her father as kÊrio! when contracting a loan, but 
later, when registering this loan after her father’s death, she acts through her secretary and does not 
mention a kÊrio!.

2–3 Isidora’s father is similarly described in 4772 13, §vn€ou gumna!iãrxou t∞! lamprot`ã`[t]h! 
pÒ`l`ev! t«n ÉAlejandr°[vn. On afi≈nioi gumna!€arxoi, see P. Diog. 3.14 n., with a list on pp. 56–7, and 
D. Hagedorn, P. Schubert, ZPE 81 (1990) 278–9, with the list on p. 280; cf. also Hagedorn, ZPE 110 
(1996) 157–9. For the form afivnogumna!€arxo!, see XXXVIII 2854 27, with note; the form is also 
found in P. Diog. 3.14 and BGU I 141 ii 3 as corrected in ZPE 81, 278–9 (BL IX 17).

B 2–3 For this description of  Isidora’s father, see 4772 9, but note that he is not there acting as 
Isidora’s kÊrio! and is no doubt deceased.

3 gumna!iãrxo. The o is written over another letter (!?) as though to correct it, and the rest 
of  the line is blank. The writer may have abandoned his writing at this point because he had made 
a mistake or because he realised that Isidora’s father was dead and so could no longer be acting as 
her kÊrio!.

J. DAVID THOMAS

4777. Tax Receipt

29 4B.45/F(3–4)a 14 × 10 cm 4 May 232 
  Plate VI

The papyrus is complete at top, left and right, and it is unlikely that anything 
was written after line 10. The lower part, however, is severely damaged. The back 
is blank.

Two §pithrhta‹ »n∞! of  a tax whose nature is uncertain (see 2 n.) acknow-
ledge payment by a pragmateutÆ! of  the estate formerly belonging to Claudia Isi-
dora. The text belongs some seven years after the date at which her estate is known 
to have fallen to the fiscus (see the general introduction), but we have an even later 
text which indicates that property was still being described as formerly belonging 
to her estate (P. Oslo III 111 of  235); cf. also 4778.

  AÈrÆlioi ÑVre€vn ka‹ Paterm`oËyi! émfÒt(eroi) §pith- 
  rhta‹ »n∞! pelvxikoË pÒl(ev!) nom(oË) ÉOjurugx(€tou) di' §moË 
  AÈrhl(€ou) ÉApollvn€ou g1rammat°v! _Klaud€ƒ ÉA!klh-´ ÅAÈrhl€ƒ ÑHrakle€d˙Ä 
  _piãd˙ [x]iri!tª´ ÅpragmateutªÄ oÈ!`€a! prÒteron Klaud€a! ÉI!id≈ra! 
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 5 t∞! ka‹ [ÉAp€]a`! xa€re`i1n`.  é`p°!xon parå !oË Íp(¢r) t°l(ou!) 
  p]e`l`v2[xiko]Ë` !o`00000  to`Ë` §n`e!t«t`o! ia (¶tou!) tå! kata 
      c.18    ér]g1ur`€ou` [dra]xm`å`!` 00000 
       c.22     ]000a0[  c.7  ] !`e!hm(e€vmai). 
  (¶tou!) ia AÈtokrãtoro! Ka€!aro! Mãrkou AÈrhl€ou] %`e`o`uÆro[u 
 10 ÉAlejãndrou EÈ!eboË! EÈtuxoË! %eba!toË Pa]x4∆n 0y.

1 l. ÑVr€vn      amfot, am corrected, probably from ep            2 polnomojurugx            3 aurhl            
4 l. xeiri!tª      Û!idvra!            5 u÷tel            6 ?            8 ]rhl?; see note      !e!hm

‘Aurelii Horion and Patermuthis, both controllers of  the tax-concession on milling(?) for the 
city (and) nome of  the Oxyrhynchite, through me, Aurelius Apollonius, scribe, to Claudius Asclepia-
des agent Aurelius Heraclides, administrator of  the estate formerly belonging to Claudia Isidora also 
called Apia, greetings. I received from you for the tax on milling(?) . . . for the current year 11 . . . silver 
drachmas. I, Aurelius Apollonius, have signed. Year 11 of  Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus 
Alexander Pius Felix Augustus, Pachon 9.’

1–2 Neither of  the men is attested as §pithrhtÆ! elsewhere. Aurelius Horion may be the man 
to whom the registration of  a vegetable shop is addressed in XII 1461 of  222, where the title of  his of-
fice is either not given or has been lost at the start, and he is merely described as genom(°nƒ) érxie`[r]e`›1; 
but the name is of  course very common.

Several papyri record §pithrhta‹ »n∞! or men appointed efi! (tØn) §pitÆrh!in »n∞!, e.g. BGU 
XIII 2295, P. Freib. IV 60, P. IFAO I 3, P. Köln V 228, P. Mert. II 70 (with BL V 66), SB XVI 12504, 
12695, XVIII 13631 = XX 14996, XXII 15630, all 2nd or 3rd century. The closest parallel to the 
present text is BGU IV 1062.4 (W. Chr. 276), a contemporary Oxyrhynchite document (236/7): two 
persons appointed efi! §pitÆrh!in »n∞! pelvxikoË pÒlev! nomoË ÉOjurugxe€tou contract with two sub-
stitutes to perform the liturgy for them. Despite their title, it is certain that §pithrhta€ could function 
simply as tax collectors; cf. ZPE 46 (1982) 192 and the works there cited.

2 pelvxikoË. For the little that is known about this tax, see P. Rain. Cent. 60.10 n., P. Louvre I 
25 introd., and Fabian Reiter, Die Nomarchen des Arsinoites (Pap. Col. XXXI; 2005) 165–9. (I am grate-
ful to Dr Reiter for allowing me to see this section of  his book prior to publication.) There is little 
doubt that the tax is connected with mills and with milling, perhaps a kind of  licence-tax. Since it is 
described as an »nÆ it must have been originally farmed out. The etymology of  the word remains 
a mystery (see the references above). The association of  mhxana€ with a mula›on in several texts (e.g. 
P. Mil. Vogl. II 53, P. Ryl. II 321 and PSI VII 787) supports Wallace’s suggestion (Taxation in Egypt 355; 
BL III 14) to expand pe(lvxikoË) mhx(an∞!) in BGU III 771.6.

3–4 The correction suggests that the tax-collectors originally intended to give the receipt to 
an agent of  Isidora’s estate, but then realised that the estate had now come into the possession of  the 
fiscus and its tax obligations were being administered by a pragmateutÆ!. This is a little odd, since 
we know from XXXI 2566 that the fiscus controlled this estate at least seven years earlier in 225. An 
Aurelius Lucius occurs as a pragmateutÆ! in charge of  a section of  what was formerly Isidora’s estate 
in BGU XI 2126, on which see JJP 18 (1974) 239–44, where col. ii is re-edited (reprinted as SB XIV 
11403). (The version of  col. i. included in the Duke DataBank under SB 11403 is misleading: for cor-
rections suggested in JJP see BL VII 24 to BGU 2126, and add the correction pra`g1(mateutª) in col. i 
1.) For the date of  this papyrus, almost certainly 232/3, see p. 243 of  the article cited. There is some 
discussion of  the office of  pragmateutÆ! on pp. 241–2 (where the present papyrus is referred to); cf. 
also N. Gonis, ZPE 132 (2000) 187–8. It would appear from the present text that there was a distinction 
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between a xeiri!tÆ!, who was an employee of  a private person, and a pragmateutÆ!, who was in the 
service of  the government. In P. Beatty Panop. 1.209–11, however, the two titles seem to be equated: 
paragg°llv ëp2[a!i] to›! grammateË![i ka‹ to›!] x3eire`i1!ta›! ≥t`oi pragmateuta›! t«n aÈt«n oÈ!i«n.

Claudius Asclepiades is no doubt the Asclepiades who is mentioned as a xeiri!tÆ! in docu-
ments that also refer to Isidora: XII 1578 (see also bASP 3 (1965) 30–1), SB XX 14292, and 4772 15. 
He is clearly a financial agent. It is doubtful whether the Claudius Asclepiades xeiri!tÆ! who occurs 
in SB XVIII 13915 can be the same man: the text dates from 254 and its provenance is unknown. 
Doubtful too is identification with the xeiri!tÆ! Asclepiades of  P. Köln II 105.1: the text is from the 
Oxyrhynchite and is roughly contemporary (208/9), but there is nothing to connect him with Claudia 
Isidora.

5 é`p°!xon. Presumably the singular is used because the receipt is being given by the secretary. 
It is not common for §pithrhta€ to use ép°!xon/ép°!xomen when issuing tax-receipts. There are, 
however, a few examples in ostraca: O. Ashm. Shelton 12, O. Wilck. 781, 1430, O. Eleph. DAIK 58 
and 61.

t°l(ou!) is supported by BGU IV 1062 verso, §pithrÆ!ev! t`°`lou! pelv2x3ik`oË. P. Rain.Cent. 
60.10 has tel°`[!]m`a`t`o!` [p]e`lvxikoË, but in the Oxyrynchite t°lo! would seem to be a more probable 
word in this meaning.

6 p]e`l`v2[xiko]Ë.̀ The reading is uncertain, especially the u, and the word may have been abbre-
viated. If  it is right, we might have expected it to have been followed directly by toË §ne!t«to!, which, 
however, is not the case. The ink before toË §ne!t«to! is severely abraded, and only !, with a probable 
o after it, is at all clear. Such traces as do survive would permit the reading !ou` Í`p2°`r`, although they 
certainly do not compel it. A month’s name cannot be read.

6–7 tã! presumably goes with draxmã! in the next line. Texts referring to the exaction of  taxes 
by §pithrhta€ sometimes say the exaction is being carried out katå tÚn gn≈mona (BGU IV 1062.14, 
P. Wisc. II 80.9–10, P. Tebt. II 287.10 (W. Chr. 251); cf. SB XVI 12695.7, 30 and XXXI 2566 i 9–10, 
ii 12), which is too short to fill the lacuna at the start of  line 7. In BGU 1062.14–15 we have the fuller 
expression ka`tã` [t]e tÚn t∞!` »2n∞! gn≈m`[ona ka‹] tØn toË nomoË !unÆy`i1an (cf. P. Tebt. 287.5) and we 
should perhaps restore katå | [tÚn t∞! »n∞! gn≈mona.

8 We need the name of  the secretary before !`e!hm(e€vmai), but it is uncertain how to read this. 
Easiest perhaps is au]r`h2l` ap2[ollvnio!].

J. DAVID THOMAS

4778. Application to the iDiOs lOgOs

71/63(a) 16.9 × 21.5 cm c.238 
  Plate X

The papyrus preserves an almost complete column of  writing, together with 
the ends of  three lines from a preceding column (not transcribed). It is presumably 
complete at the top, where there is a margin of  1.5 cm (with no sign of  a column 
number), and at the foot, where the margin is of  3.5 cm. Very little of  the text in the 
main surviving column has been lost at the right. It can be approximately dated, 
since the official in charge of  the idios logos to whom it is addressed has already 
appeared in other papyri, see 1 n. 4778 is one of  the latest references to the office 
of  idios logos, see the introduction to XLIII 3133 (239). The back is blank. There is 
a collesis some 6 cm from the left-hand edge.

 4777. TAx rECEIPT 69
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A grammateÁ! politik«n applies to the procurator in charge of  the idios logos 
to purchase a house in Oxyrhynchus that had formed part of  the property of  Clau-
dia Isidora. No doubt what we have is a copy of  the application, kept in the town 
council’s archives, see 30 n. The text thus adds a little to our sparse knowledge of  
the financial administration of  the metropoleis in the third century. All the evidence 
that was known up to 1971 is fully discussed in A. K. Bowman, The Town Councils of  
roman Egypt 91–8; see also P. Jouguet, La Vie municipale (Paris 1911) 415–56, A. H. M. 
Jones, Cities of  the Eastern roman Provinces (Oxford 19712) 332–4, XII 1419 2 n., and 
CPR XXIII 23 introd. (p. 138).

Although there are quite a large number of  papyri which deal with the sale 
or lease of  property that had previously been in private hands but had come into 
the possession of  the government, either through confiscation or otherwise, none 
is exactly parallel to 4778. All applications to purchase such property addressed 
to the office of  the idios logos come from very early in the Roman period (ad 13 or 
14) and concern éd°!pota or land classed as ÍpÒlogo!: IV 721 (W. Chr. 269), 835, 
IX 1188, XX 2277; cf. M. Chr. 68 and III 513. Documents of  these types are 
discussed by Gerhard Plaumann, Der Idioslogos (Berlin 1919) 11–23, 63–5, Paul R. 
Swarney, The Ptolemaic and roman Idios Logos (ASP 8: Toronto 1970) 41–57, 73–6, and 
Thomas Kruse, Der königliche Schreiber (München/Leipzig 2002) 492 ff., 524 ff. Their 
format is not at all similar to that used in 4778. A somewhat later example using 
much the same format as the texts just cited is addressed to the strategus: XLVII 
3334 (Domitian). Later examples that are much closer in format to 4778 are SB 
XX 14974 = XVIII 13331 (190) and BGU IV 1091 (212/13). SB 14974 starts boÊlo-
mai »2n`Æ!a!yai épÚ t«n efi! pr[ç!]in prokeim(°nvn) t∞! toË fid€o`u` l(Ògou) §`p2itro`p∞! 
with reference to a house formerly (prÒteron) belonging to a named individual; 
it mentions !unt€mh!i! and includes the clause with kurÒv. The start is damaged, 
but it was, at any rate originally, addressed to the strategus (see the discussion by D. 
Hagedorn and L. Koenen in ZPE 74 (1988) 226–7). BGU 1091 (cf. Plaumann, op. 
cit. 12–13; the text is mentioned briefly in Swarney, op. cit. 116) is also addressed to 
the strategus and refers to land épÚ éprãtv[n] t∞! toË fid€ou l`Ò`g1o`u §pitrop∞! that 
formerly (prÒteron) belonged to a named individual (lines 13–15). It is not an offer 
to purchase but to lease, and so has no reference to !unt€mh!i! nor a kÊrv!i! clause. 
For the office of  idios logos as the administrator of  government property, see Swar-
ney, op. cit. 111–19, and the passages from Kruse cited above.

Good parallels for the general structure of  4778 are to be found in applications 
to purchase land in the control of  the dio€kh!i!, of  which there are a large number 
preserved in P. Bub. I 1 (224), 2 (224) and 4 (221). These are all addressed to the dioi-
khtÆ! and mostly begin boÊlomai »nÆ!a!yai épÚ t«n efi! prç!in prokeim°nvn t∞! 
dioikÆ!ev! (or t∞! !∞! §pitrop∞!), followed by prÒteron and a name; particularly 
close to 4778 is an entry that uses the expression épÚ éprãtvn instead of  épÚ t«n 
efi! prç!in prokeim°nvn (4 xxxv 4; cf. xxi 9 and lv). There is sometimes a refer-
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ence to !unt€mh!i! (this is always mentioned in the accompanying instruction from 
the dioikhtÆ! authorising the sale), and the entries normally include the kÊrv!i! 
clause. Very similar, but addressed to the strategus not the dioikhtÆ!, is P. Amh. II 
97 (probably 181: BL IX 6). Compare also III 513 (184), which refers to a bid to 
purchase a house and appurtenances at Oxyrhynchus épÚ éprãtvn t∞! dioikÆ!ev! 
. . . prÒter[on %ara]p€vno! (lines 7–10). A number of  texts in the Petaus archive are 
reports by the village scribe to the strategus regarding applications to buy property 
§k t«n efi! prç!in Íperkeim°nvn t∞! dioikÆ!ev! prÒteron followed by a name (P. 
Petaus 13–16; 184/5). We should also compare LXII 4337 (c.178?), addressed to the 
strategus and offering to buy land épÚ t«n efi! p2rç!in Íperkeim°nvn prÒteron plus the 
name of  a man whose property is explicitly said to have been confiscated; this offer, 
like several of  those mentioned above, is a request to purchase §k toË dhmo!€ou, but, 
unlike those above, it gives no indication of  whether the property was in the control 
of  the idios logos or the dio€kh!i! (cf. P. Turner 24). A further comparable document 
is SB X 10527 (152/3), originally published by B. Boyaval in bIfAO 65 (1967) 74–80, 
with Plate xiv: this a petition to an §p€tropo!, which refers to an earlier applica-
tion made to him to purchase land (lines 8–9) §k toË] dhmo!€o[u épÚ t]«n (parallels 
prove that we should read this and not the editor’s §k t«n] dhmo!€v[n §daf]«n) efi! 
prç!in Íperkei[m°nvn to]Ë oÈ!i[akoË] lÒgou prÒteron plus name. We do not know 
what sort of  procuratorship is involved in this text; the editor plausibly suggests the 
procurator usiacus.

The property that features in 4778 was clearly in a poor state of  repair (11–13). 
One may compare the house mentioned in P. Oslo III 111.129–30, formerly belong-
ing to Isidora, which is described as §npefragm°nh. It is remarkable that, while the 
house in 4778 had been assessed at only 750 drachmas (21–2), the city is apparently 
offering to pay at least 1200 drachmas (22–3; see note), although we do not know 
when the assessment was made. For some reason, the city must have been very 
anxious to acquire this property. In SPP V 119 recto (266/7) we find several applica-
tions to buy or rent property from the politikÚ! lÒgo! (of  Hermopolis); in particu-
lar col. iii is an offer to lease a house and col. iv an offer to buy a house in the city 
(the offer is 2000 drachmas for a house in a poor state of  repair). This suggests that 
cities might have been keen to buy such properties to acquire an income from rent-
ing them or a profit from selling them on. For ownership of  a bath at Oxyrhynchus 
passing from a private individual to the city, cf. XLIV 3173 6–8 (222), balane€ou` 
p2r`Ò`t`e`r`o`n` ÉA`r`r`€1o`u` ÉApolinar€ou nune‹ d`¢` t`∞2!` p2Ò`[lev!. Another notable feature of  
4778 is the information it brings on buildings in Oxyrhynchus (9–11, 13–17): on this 
subject see Julian Krüger, Oxyrhynchos in der Kaiserzeit (Frankfurt 1990) 101 ff. More 
generally on public buildings in Egypt, see Adam Łukaszewicz, Les Édifices publics 
dans les villes de l’Égypte romaine (Warsaw 1986) with the review article by A. K. Bow-
man, JrA 5 (1992) 495–503.

 4778. APPLICATION TO ThE IDIOS LOGOS 71
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col. ii
  Gemein€vi OÈa`l`erian“ t“` [krat€!tƒ 
   prÚ! t`“ fid€ƒ lÒgvi [ 
  parå AÈrhl€ou %arap2€vno! toË [ka‹ 000 
   grammat°v! politik«2n t∞! ÉOjur`[ugxi- 
 5  t«n pÒlev!.  boÊlomai »2nÆ!a!yai t`[ª 
   ÉOjurugx3eit«n pÒle`i épÚ éprãtvn` [t∞! 
   !∞! §pitrop∞! (prÒteron) Klaud€a! ÉI!id≈ra[! 
   t∞! ka‹ ÉAp€a! §n tª aÈtª pÒlei §p' ém`[fÒ- 
   dou Plate€a! ofik€a`n` Íf' ∂n Ye!m[ofÒ- 
 10  r`ion ˆ`n`ta` §n` fler“ D`Æmhtro! yeç[! 
   m`eg€!`th!, nun‹ t∞!` ofik€a! oÎ!h2[! 
   éoikÆ2tou diå tÚ §k m`°rou! !uner`[euk°- 
   nai, ∏2!` g€(tone!) nÒtou =Êmh ka‹ §p€ ti1 [m°ro! 
   §k toË` é`p2Ú l`i1bÚ[!] ceilÚ`[!] tÒp(o!), borrç fl`[erÚn 
 15  DÆmhtro! yeç! meg€[!]t`h!, éphli≈2[tou 
   !toå Plate€a!, libÚ! [fle]rÚn DiÚ! k[a‹ §- 
   p€ ti m°ro! flerÚn DÆm`htro!, pr`[o!f°- 
   r`vn §k toË [t]∞2! pÒlev! lÒgou a00[0000 
   !`unagomen`[000]0[0]0h!` telo`um°nh! 0[ c.4 
 20  §n draxma›`[! [•]jÆ2[k]o`nta, ént`‹1 t«2[n t∞! 
   !unteimÆ!ev! drax3m«n` •`p2tako`!`€1[vn 
   pentÆkonta ˜`la! draxmå! xeile`[€a! 000 
   ko!€a!: ¥np[er] k`urv2y`[e‹]!` d`i1agrãcv [§p‹ tØn 
   dhmo!€an tr`ã`peza`[n efi!] tÚn t∞! §p2[itrop∞! 
 25  lÒgon §f' ⁄t`e m°ne`i1n` [t]ª ÉOjurugxe`[it«n pÒlei 
   efi! tÚn ée‹ xr`Ònon tØn toÊtvn kr`[ãth!in 
   ka‹ kur€an éna`[f]a€reton ka‹ §j°!tv2 [aÈtª xr∞- 
   !yai ka‹ ofikono`me›n per‹ aÈt«n …[! §ån boÊ- 
   lhtai. vacat §`ån d¢ mØ k`urvy« oÈ` [kata!xe- 
 30  yÆ!omai tª[d]e tª Ípo!x°!ei.  die`[utÊxei.

1 l. Gemin€vi            6 ojurug'xeitvn, l. ÉOjurugxit«n            7 a?      Û!idvra[!            10 Ûerv            
13 gi, l. ge€tone!            14 tou, t a correction      to÷      l. cilÒ!            16 [ie]ron, one dot over i vis-
ible; likewise 17            21 l. !untimÆ!ev!            22 l. xil€a!            25 ojurug'xe[itvn, l. ÉOjurugxit«n            
30 yh corrected?

‘To Geminius Valerianus, vir egregius, in charge of  the idios logos.
‘From Aurelius Sarapion also called . . . , secretary to the municipal funds of  the city of  the 

Oxyrhynchites. I wish to purchase for the city of  the Oxyrhynchites from unsold property managed 
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by your procuratorship formerly belonging to Claudia Isidora also called Apia in the same city in the 
Square quarter a house beneath which is a Thesmophorion being in the temple of  Demeter, the very 
great goddess, the house now being unoccupied because it has partly fallen into ruin; of  which the 
neighbours (are): on the south a street and for some part from the west an empty plot, on the north 
a temple of  Demeter, the very great goddess, on the east the stoa of  the Square (quarter), on the west 
a temple of  Zeus and for some part a temple of  Demeter; contributing out of  the city-fund . . . in 
sixty drachmas, instead of  the seven hundred and fifty drachmas of  the valuation, a sum in full of  one 
thousand . . . hundred drachmas. If  this is confirmed, I shall pay this (price) to the public bank into 
the account of  the procuratorship, on condition that the possession and ownership of  these (proper-
ties) remain for the city of  the Oxyrhynchites for ever and cannot be taken away, and that it has the 
power to use and administer them as it wishes. But if  my application is not confirmed, I shall not be 
bound by this offer. Farewell.’

1 Gemein€vi OÈa`l`erian“. He was already known from VIII 1114 5 = ChLA III 216 (237), no title 
preserved, XLVI 3287 (probably 238), entitled t“ kr(at€!tƒ) §pitrÒ(pƒ), and CPR V 4 (undated), 
entitled toË krat€!tou pr[Ú!] t“ fid€ƒ lÒgƒ: see CPR V 4.12–13 n.

3 Sarapion’s other name must have been very short. An Aurelius Sarapion also called Ap(e)is 
occurs in VI 977 (252), where he is a bouleutÆ!, though not necessarily of  Oxyrhynchus. ÖAp(e)i 
would certainly fit here, but there are other possibilities, e.g. ÑHrç. It is less likely that we should read 
tou[k, i.e. toË [k(a€), allowing for a longer alias.

4 grammat°v! politik«2n. The office is mentioned elsewhere only in XII 1413 7 (270–5) and 
XLIV 3185 (an unknown year 1). tå politikã are the financial funds of  the metropolis, as opposed to 
state funds: see Bowman, Town Councils 44–6.

5 The traces at the right do not suggest §n [tª, and this is not what we require in view of  §n tª 
aÈtª pÒlei in 8. We should no doubt read simply t`[ª, meaning that Sarapion wishes to purchase the 
house for or on behalf  of  the city. Similarly in P. Turner 24.5 a woman applies to the strategus to buy 
confiscated land tª yugatr€ mou ‘for my daughter’.

6–7 épÚ éprãtvn` [t∞!] !∞! §pitrop∞!. Similarly BGU IV 1091.13–15, quoted in the introduc-
tion. The expression épÚ éprãtvn t∞! dioikÆ!ev! occurs in III 513 7–8 (W. Chr. 183), XIV 1633 8–9, 
and P. Bub. I 4, see the introduction above. On êprata, see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 90 (1992) 282, and G. 
Messeri, R. Pintaudi, ZPE 122 (1998) 130, where the text of  SB XX 14974.13 is corrected (BL XI 234).

8–9 For the êmfodon Plate€a! at Oxyrhynchus, see S. Daris, ZPE 132 (2000) 219–20.
9–10 Íf' ∂n Ye!m[ofÒ]r`ion. Íf' ¥n may imply that the Thesmophorion was literally under-

ground. The only other attestation of  a Thesmophorion at Oxyrhynchus is P. Laur. IV 153.8.
9–11 A Thesmophorion is normally considered to be a temple of  Demeter Ye!mofÒro!, see 

LSJ s.v.; cf. P. Laur. IV 153.8 n. In P. Enteux. 19.4 the expression Ye!m`o`for€ou` DÆmhtro! occurs, and 
Guéraud remarks in the note ‘Les temples de Déméter portaient souvent le nom de ye!mofÒria.’ Win-
fried J. R. Rübsam, Götter und Kulte in faijum (Bonn 1974) 43, in commenting on temples at Arsinoe, says 
‘Ungeklärt muß allerdings bleiben, ob das vorher erwähnte Ye!mofÒrion mit dem obigen Dhmhtr›on 
identisch ist. Es stehen ja auch bisweilen zwei Kirchen nebeneinander.’ Similarly John Whitehorne, 
ANrW II 18.5, p. 3065, remarks with regard to the Ye!mofÒrion and Dhmhtre›on at Oxyrhynchus ‘it is 
impossible to say whether these two shrines are one and the same’. Since in 4778 the Thesmophorion 
is situated within the flerÒn of  Demeter, either we have two shrines or flerÒn here means the ‘sanctuary, 
sacred precinct of  Demeter’ rather than just the temple building. The latter may be supported by 
LXIV 4441 vi 17, éntikrÁ fleroË Dhmhtr€ou, where fleroË may not be simply otiose. Other references 
to a Dhmhtre›on at Oxyrhynchus are XII 1449 5, situated, as here, §pÉ émfÒd(ou)] Plat(e€a!), and 
XII 1485, an invitation to dine §n t“ Dhmhtr€ƒ. See Whitehorne, ibid., Krüger, Oxyrhynchos in der 
Kaiserzeit 103–5.
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74 DOCuMENTAry TExTS

On the worship of  Demeter in Egypt, see most recently Dorothy Thompson, in W. Clarysse et 
al. (eds.), Egyptian religion: The Last Thousand years (Leuven 1998) i 699–707.

10 ˆ`n`ta.̀ If  this is correctly read, we must assume either an error for ˆn or that the writer used 
ˆnta to refer to the house plus the Thesmophorion. The line is short, but nothing is required between 
yeç! and meg€!th!.

11 Another short line, unless there was something written after oÎ!h!, e.g. pãnu.
11–12 nun‹ t∞!` ofik€a! oÎ!h2[!] éoikÆ2tou. Similarly the property on sale in P. Amh. II 97.10 is 

described as mØ ofikoum(°nou).
12–13 !uner`[euk°]nai. The verb also occurs in XII 1475 16–17, P. Mil. II 41.10, P. Stras. VI 

555.12 (where the note wrongly suggests that it needs correction), 556.11, and SPP V 44.4. On houses 
in a ruined state, see G. Husson, OIKIA: Le vocabulaire de la maison privée (Paris 1983) 200–4. For other 
references to houses of  Isidora at Oxyrhynchus, see P. Oslo III 111.126 and 130.

13 g€(tone!). Normally written as a raised i through the horizontal of  g (cf. A. Blanchard, Sigles 
et abréviations 10); here it looks different as there is a loop at the top of  the i.

14 ceilÚ`[!] tÒp(o!). ceilo[‹] tÒp(oi) is equally possible.
16 !toå Plate€a!. Not attested elsewhere. On !toa€ at Oxyrhynchus, see C. Salvaterra’s note 

in Aegyptus 70 (1990) 19–20 and LXIV 4441 introd. (pp. 172–3).
[fle]rÚn DiÒ!. This temple of  Zeus is attested in XII 1449 5, situated §k nÒt(ou) toË Dhmhtr(e€ou). 

It is there described as a temple of  DiÚ! ka‹ ÜH[ra! k]a`‹1 ÉA2t`a`rgãt[id]o`!` BeyennÊn[id(o!) ka‹ KÒrh!. 
Two similar temples in other parts of  the city are mentioned in the succeeding lines. A temple of  DiÚ! 
ka‹ ÜHra! ka‹ t«n !unnãvn y`e`«n meg€!tvn occurs in X 1265 8–9; probably also in P. Eirene I 5 = SB 
XXIV 16093.9–10. See Whitehorne, loc. cit. 3084, Krüger, op. cit. 104–5.

17–18 pr`[o!f°]r`vn. At the start of  18 rvn is a good reading, though fvn is not impossible. 
At the right in 17 p is certain. e might be possible thereafter, pointing to a participle from a verb 
compounded with peri-. However, neither perif°rvn nor perigrãfvn makes sense in the context. An 
equally possible reading is pr`[, cf. the way pr is written in prÒ!, line 2. For pro!f°rvn, cf. XIV 1633 
17, where pro!f°rvn is used of  adding 140 drachmas to a bid, and especially P. Giss. 50.12–18, an 
offer to lease kacãria politikã at Oxyrhynchus, pro!f°rvn tª pÒl`ei . . . toË teloum°nou fÒrou . . . 
d`raxmå! dekaeptå ÙbolÒn.̀ Here the idea of  making an additional contribution would suit the context, 
but it is not clear how this can fit with the words following, see below.

18 On expenditure from the politikÚ! lÒgo!, see Bowman, Town Councils 94–8.
18–20 The clause after lÒgou is baffling. It ought to explain why the city is offering at least 1,200 

drachmas for property valued at only 750 drachmas, but I am unable to suggest a plausible reading 
or explanation. In 18 the letter following lÒgou is a, but what follows this is uncertain. Easiest is ap0[, 
but épÒ is not possible. au`t`0[ has been considered, and aÈ`t`Ò`[!, referring to the grammateÊ!, would 
perhaps be supported by SB X 10527.13–14, an offer to purchase land from the state tim∞! ént‹ t«n 
t∞! [!untimÆ!]ev! érgu[r€ou] (draxm«n) (xil€vn) (pentako!€vn) §g∆ aÈtØ érgurio( ); unfortunately 
the text thereafter is lost. However, a better reading than aÈ`t`Ò`[! is an`t`[ (not ên`e`[u); this would seem 
to point to én`t`[€, even though the word occurs again, where we should expect it, in 20. The phrase 
ént‹ t«n !unagom°nvn occurs in a similar context in P. Bub. I 1 xvii and 4 xxvii, but with draxm«n fol-
lowing; elsewhere !unagÒmeno! seems always to be used with an accompanying noun either expressed 
or easily understood. In line 19 the traces before h! are very slight; t`h! is possible, as also is t]i1m`∞! 
or, perhaps better, t]e`[i]m`∞!. The expression ≤ !unagom°nh timÆ occurs not infrequently, for example, 
in XLIX 3518–3520 (in 3520 along with §n draxma›!). For tel°v used of  timÆ, see XII 1414 15, ofl 
teloËnte! tØn timØn toË [l€nou(?). This does not help with the word after teloum°nh!, which almost 
certainly begins with g or p. p2[ã!h! or p2[lÆrh! could be read; for plÆrh! we might compare SB XX 
14978.5, tå! !unagom°na! (sc. draxmã!) toË t°lou! plÆrh!. ént‹ t∞! !unagom°nh! t(e)im∞! teloum°nh! 
plÆrh! §n draxma›! •jÆkonta does at least construe, but it is hard to see what sense it would convey. 
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If  in line 19 we read t`∞! before teloum°nh!, we need a feminine noun to follow. A suitable noun in the 
context would be p2[ro!Òdou, though it is long for the space: cf. P. Bub. I 1 and 4 passim, where instruc-
tions are given to sell confiscated property provided that the bid is not less than the !unt€mh!i! nor 
t∞! !unagom°nh! prÚ! logi!mÚn pro!Òdou (see p. 17); for prÒ!odoi referring to the income from such 
property, see most recently CPR XXIII 8.11 n., with full bibliography.

20 §n draxma›`[! [•]jÆ2[k]o`nta. It is likely to be mere coincidence that SPP V 101 records 
a report by a man appointed by the Hermopolite council to examine toË g[e]nom°nou é[r]gurikoË 
•jhkontadr[ã]xmou meri!m[oË] efi! tÚ katÉ ofi[k]€an t∞! pÒ[le]v! (see Jouguet, Vie municipale 433–5, 
Bowman, Town Councils 91–2). This text is now to be used in the republication by P. van Minnen, ‘Her-
mopolis in the crisis of  the Roman empire’ in W. Jongman, M. Kleijwegt (edd.), After the Past: Essays in 
Ancient history in honour of  h. W. Pleket (Leiden 2002) 285–304. He argues that the meri!mÒ! is a one-off 
levy payable by houseowners at Hermopolis to finance rebuilding there, possibly caused by riots.

20–21 ént`‹1 t«2[n t∞!] !unteimÆ!ev! ktl. The same phrase is used in P. Bub. I 1 xx 4, 2 xiv 6, 4 
v 7–8, lxix 7–8, SB X 10527.13–14.

20–23 The amount of  the valuation is almost certainly 750 drachmas. p2e`n`tako`!`€1[vn pentÆkonta, 
the only possible alternative, is a less likely reading. The valuation is therefore much lower than the 
amount being offered, which cannot be less than 1,200 drachmas and could be as high as 1,900 drach-
mas. On house prices at Oxyrhynchus, which (not surprisingly) varied greatly, see H.-J. Drexhage, 
Preise, Mieten/Pachten, Kosten und Löhne im römischen Ägypten (St. Katharinen 1991) 84–6, and the updated 
list in P. Louvre I, pp. 63–4.

22 ˜`la!. For the use of  this word in similar contexts, cf. P. Beatty Panop. 2.135–7, where the 
katholikos complains that ént‹ t«n di!xeil[€]vn ka‹ pentako!€vn éttik«n, which the treasury has re-
ceived for the sale of  ÍpÒlogo! land, p°nte ̃ la ka‹ te!!arãkonta fa€nontai ßteroi tãlanta §paggeilã-
menoi; and SB I 5673.6–8, an offer to purchase land from the state ént‹ [t«]n` pro#pe!xhm`[°n]v2n` [Í]pÚ 
ÉI!id≈rou . . . •kã!t(h!) éroÊrh! érg(ur€ou) (draxm«n) e‡ko!i, ˜lvn •kã!th! [é]roÊr`h2! drax(m«n) 
te!!arãkonta (cf. also P. Bub. I 4 lxix 7). These texts suggest that the addition of  ˜lo! was not, or was 
not felt to be, simply otiose.

23 ¥np[er] k`urv2y`[e€]!. The usual expression is either §fÉ ⁄ kurvye€! (e.g. P. Turner 24.11) or 
ë!per kurvye€!, referring to the draxmã! (e.g. XIV 1633 22). The writer presumably wrote ¥nper 
to agree with timÆ as though it had been used in the previous clause; cf. 1633 20–23, À!te] e‰na[i] 
timØn !Á[n Í]perbol€ƒ [draxmå!] Ùktako!€[a!], ë!p[e]r kurvye[‹! diagrã]cv §p‹ tØn t[oË] nomoË 
dh[mo!€an] trãpezan ktl. For the possibility that timÆ occurred in line 19, see 18–20 n.

24–5 efi!] tÚn t∞! §p2[itrop∞!] lÒgon. Although p is doubtful, no other restoration seems possi-
ble. The phrase does not occur in any document of  a similar type to 4778, although the construction 
§p‹ . . . trãpezan efi! . . . lÒgon is not uncommon. One may compare the sums due Íp¢r lÒgou t∞! 
§pitr[op]∞! in BGU I 8 ii 14 (248).

29–30 §`ån d¢ mØ k`urvy« ktl. For examples of  this standard clause, see P. Turner 24.13–14 
n. (end).

30 It was suggested in the introduction that the document is a copy kept in the archives, which 
would account for the absence of  a signature; but it is surprising that there is no date given. Below 
this line there are 3.5 blank cm, and the papyrus appears complete at the foot.

J. DAVID THOMAS
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4779. Official Document

104/99(a) 12.4 × 9.6 cm After January 169

A piece was cut from a larger document, and the name and patronymic of  
Claudia Isidora was written on the back (4776). What remains on the front (4779) 
is part of  seven lines of  a document, written along the fibres, with a margin of  1.5 
cm at the left and a blank space after line 6 of  7.5 cm. The text is only a draft, since 
there are semicircular marks surrounding some of  the letters in three places, which 
are similar to the marks referred to as perigrafa€ and which signify deletions (see 
GMAW 2 p. 16).

What survives is part of  an official document, but its nature is unclear. About 
half  of  each line has been lost at the right, as can be deduced from the imperial 
titles in lines 5–6. It was written after the death of  Lucius Verus (6). On the nature 
of  the document, see 2 n. It bears some similarities to VI 957.

  .   .   .   . 
  0[ 
  ÑE`rm€& g1eno`m`(°nƒ) !tr(athg“) efid«n t∞! dio[ikÆ!ev! 
  t`ƒ ÍpÚ kl`hronÒmvn ÉA!klhp[iãdou 
  aÈt“ metad`o`y(°ntvn) ÍpÚ toË prÚ a`[ÈtoË 
 5 y°!ev! dialogi!moË g (¶tou!) ÉAntv[n€nou Ka€!aro! toË kur€ou 
  ka‹ yeoË OÈÆrou ka‹ aÈt“ én0[ 
  toË nomoË §gl`ogi!toË vacat

2 genom!tr?            4 metadoy            5 ?            7 l. §klogi!toË

2 A strategus of  the Oxyrhynchite nome, Claudius Demetrius alias Hermias, is known from 
166/7, see Bastianini and Whitehorne, Strategi and royal Scribes of  roman Egypt 93; add P. Thomas 12 
verso, which indicates that he was still in office in 167/8. He is presumably the man referred to here, 
with the rest of  his name in the preceding line. It is possible that we should insert a full stop after 
!trathg“.

efid«n t∞! dio[ikÆ!ev!. The restoration dio[ikÆ!ev! looks inevitable, but the words t∞! dioi-
kÆ!ev! may have been deleted (see introd.). The occurrence of  e‡dh along with the dio€kh!i! might 
initially suggest a reference to taxes classed as e‡dh, for which see S. L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt 
326–8, 332. When, however, e‡dh t∞! dioikÆ!ev! occurs elsewhere, it refers to ‘reports relating to the 
dio€kh!i!’; see P. Heid. VII 398.4 (‘Akten der Finanzverwaltung’). In the Heidelberg papyrus the ex-
pression is mostly restored from P. Princ. III 126.4–5 (where it is incorrectly supposed to refer to garden 
taxes). The Princeton text reads §n to›! énapempye›!i [sic] épÚ toË toË n[omoË] §glogi!toË efi! §j°ta!in 
e‡de!in t∞! dioikÆ!ev!; see also LX 4061 6–7 with P. Heid. 398.4–5 n. On this use of  e‡dh, see P. Meyer 
3 introd., P. Petaus 25.5 n., and especially N. Lewis in bASP 18 (1981) 126–9, with a list of  occurrences 
on p. 129. As Lewis says, e‡dh in these contexts refer to records or dossiers sent from the conventus to the 
strategus, usually if  not always via the eclogistes. In view of  the occurrence of  the dialogi!mÒ! and the 
§klogi!tÆ! in lines 5 and 7, we can be confident that this is the meaning of  e‡dh in 4779.
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